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ABSTRACT

This document comprises four letter reports containing information
that has been used in preparing the plan to characterize the site of the
prospective repository at Yucca Mountain. The Yucca Mountain Project is
studying the feasibility of constructing a high-level nuclear waste
repository in the Topopah Spring Unit of the Paintbrush Tuff. One activity
of site characterization is the construction of two exploratory shafts.
The information in this report pertains to (1) engineering calculations of
the potential distribution of residual water from constructing the
exploratory shafts and drifts, (2) numerical calculations predicting the
movement of the residual construction water from the shaft walls into the
rock, (3) numerical calculations of the movement of the residual water and
how the movement is affected by ventilation, and (4) measurement of the
movement of water into a welded tuff core when a pulse of water pressure is
applied to a laboratory test sample for a short time (100 min).
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FOREWORD

This document contains four separate letter reports (Appendices A

through D) that support information in the statutory draft of the site

characterization plan for the Yucca Mountain Project. The letter reports

are collected in this document as a convenient means of referencing

previously unpublished information cited in the site characterization plan.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Yucca Mountain Project is currently investigating the feasibility

of disposing of high-level radioactive waste in the unsaturated zone at

Yucca Mountain in southern Nevada. Construction of the exploratory shaft

facility (ESF), which includes the two shafts described in the Site

Characterization Plan, Statutory Draft (DOE, 1988), will introduce

additional water into the unsaturated zone. Experiments needed to

characterize the unsaturated zone at the site require estimates of the

potential effects of the construction water on the in situ experiments.

Performance assessment of the Yucca Mountain site for postclosure

radionuclide transport also requires estimates of the effects of

construction water on the capability of the site to isolate and contain

waste. Four letter reports, Appendices A-D, contribute to the evaluation

of the potential effects of water from construction of the ESF and were

initially prepared to support the Exploratory Shaft Facility Fluids and

Materials Evaluation by K. A. West (1988).

Appendix A addresses the distance to which rock could be affected when

up to 10% of the construction water is retained in the walls of the shafts

and drifts. The engineering calculations in this report evaluate the

radial distance that water would move from the shaft and drift walls when

(1) the rock is initially unsaturated, (2) there is essentially no water in

the fractures, and (3) the retained construction water enters the rock at a

rate that initially saturated only the fractures. The affected distance

has been determined by a geometric calculation based on the volume of

retained water and the capacity of the initially unsaturated fractures.

The change in saturation that would occur as a result of subsequent

movement of the water, through capillary action, from the fractures into

the matrix has also been calculated. Five hydrologic strata that represent

Yucca Mountain were modeled in the analyses. The calculation indicated

that at the Topopah Spring repository horizon the fractures within 24 m of

the centerline of the shafts need to be saturated to contain 10% of the

construction water. The maximum change in saturation was about 0.0014 at

this same horizon when the construction water initially contained in the

fractures came to equilibrium with the water in the rock matrix.
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Appendix B provides analyses of the time-dependent, one-dimensional

radial flow of the residual construction water in the rock matrix adjacent

to the shaft liner. The retained water was initially assumed to be

contained in the modified permeability zone (MPZ) around the shaft. The

MPZ is the zone immediately surrounding an underground excavation in which

the permeability of the rock mass has been altered as a result of stress

redistribution and blast damage effects. The NORIA computer code (Bixler,

1985) has been used to calculate the changes in saturation out to a radius

of 25 m from the shaft centerline for computed times of 1-1000 yr. It has

been conservatively assumed for these calculations that the permeability of

the matrix in the MPZ is 80 times larger than in the unmodified region.

This conservative assumption results in a higher saturation at the MPZ

outer boundary and an increased movement of water into the rock. In the

analyses performed, the increase in saturation at radial distances greater

than 5 m from the shaft centerline (0.6 m from the MPZ) was less than 0.03.

Appendix C is an extension of the analyses contained in the second

letter report and includes the effects of drift ventilation on the movement

of the residual construction water and in situ pore water. The NORIA code

was used for these analyses. The results of these studies indicate that

change in the saturation of the rock near the drift walls is completely

dominated by the ventilation system and that in a matter of months the

ventilation system can remove more water from the walls of the drifts than

may be retained as a result of drift construction.

Appendix D provides laboratory data from experiments on the movement

of water into tuff when a 100-min pulse of water is applied to one end of a

core sample and is then allowed to redistribute isothermally. This data

may be used to indicate the distance that construction water would

penetrate the rock. Measurements of the saturation of a welded tuff sample

showed that very little water penetrated the sample and that later

redistribution of the water into the core was very slow.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS

The various analytical, numerical, and experimental approaches used in

these studies indicate that saturation increases in the in situ rock mass

from construction water would be small. The calculated changes in

saturation may be less than the accuracy of the experiments and numerical

calculations. However, these analyses did not consider the potential

effects of local variations in strata properties that could occur. Thus,

under these variations, the residual mining water could affect in situ

experiments located some distance from the shaft. Without detailed

knowledge of the variations in the strata, it is impossible to accurately

model these situations.
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Distribution

R. R. Eaton, 1511, and A. C. Peterson, 6312

Distribution of Residual Shaft Drilling and Drift Construction Water in the
Exploratory Shaft Facility at Yucca Mountain

Introduction

The current plan for the shaft drilling and drift construction in the

exploratory shaft facility (ESF) at the proposed Nevada Nuclear Waste

Repository site includes the use of water for dust control and drilling

purposes. During this operation, some of the water will be absorbed by the

host rock. The presence of this water has generated concern about its

effect on the undisturbed conditions of the rock; that is, can this water

increase the saturation of the rock surrounding the shaft to a level that

could have an adverse effect on in situ experiments or performance of the

waste package?

This report is an initial attempt to address this issue and fulfills

part of the analyses requested in Problem Definition Memo (PDM) 72-22. Two

limiting cases are addressed to estimate the radial distance to which the

rock is affected and the maximum increase in saturation that can be

expected. For these analyses, it was assumed that the fractures had a

small initial residual saturation and that the matrix initial saturation

was low enough that when the water moved from the fractures into the

matrix, the matrix did not become fully saturated. The hydrologic units

that were included in these analyses were the Tiva Canyon welded,

devitrified; Paintbrush vitric; Topopah Spring lithophysae-rich; Topopah

Spring lithophysae-poor; and Calico Hills vitric. They are referred to in

this report as Tiva Canyon, Paintbrush, Topopah Litho, Topopah Rep, and

Calico Hills, respectively.
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Calculations were performed for the shaft and drift geometries to

determine the distance that water retained from construction could move

from the surface into the rock if the water is assumed to initially

saturate the fractures and not be absorbed into the matrix. The Case 1

analyses apply to the shaft, and Case 3 analyses apply to the drift. For

both Case 1 and 3 analyses, the residual drilling water is assumed to enter

the rock at a rate such that it initially stays in the fractures, uniformly

filling them out to a radius, R, which is determined from the conservation

of retained water. The change in the matrix saturation that would occur

when the water from the fractures moved into the matrix was also

calculated. It is assumed that for longer times, the extremely large

capillary forces that are found in tuff rock, pull the water from the

fractures into the rock matrix, thus providing a means to approximate the

expected increase in saturation in the host rock between the walls, R and

the radius, R.

To investigate the effect on the saturation level of the distance the

retained water may move from the wall, calculations identified as Case 2

and Case 4 were performed. Water is considered to always be in

fracture/matrix equilibrium and is therefore diffused as a result of the

capillary pressure. Based on this premise, material saturation increase is

calculated as a function of radius.

Cases 1 and 3 are limiting cases in that they calculate the maximum

radial distance that water can travel into the saturated fractures of the

matrix and the resulting equilibrium saturation increase. Cases 2 and 4

are limiting cases in that they calculate the maximum matrix saturation

increase that may occur at any radial distance from the walls. Based on

the output of these simplified parametric studies of the five hydrologic

units in Yucca Mountain, recommendations for additional studies, which

would be performed using the finite element code NORIA [1], are made.

These calculations can be made for a few limiting cases and will provide

additional bases for the assumptions made in Cases 1-4.
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Case 1--Problem Definition

In this study it is assumed that the water infiltrates the region near

the shaft sufficiently fast that the path of least resistance is through

the natural fracture array that exists in the rock. It is assumed that the

fractures saturate out to a distance R (Figure 1), which encompasses enough

fracture volume to hold the water not removed during the drilling process.

Equation 1, based on the assumption that the available volume in the

fractures equals the volume of water retained for this scenario, is

nV 2
R Iof( -rf) + R0

where R the radius to which the fractures are saturated (m); n - the

fraction of the construction water left in the rock (nd); V the total

volume of construction water used per meter (m3/m); Of = porosity of

conducting fractures (nd); rf = residual saturation of the fractures (nd);

Ro = outside radius of the concrete shaft liner (m) (Figure 1).

In these calculations, the radius of the outside of the concrete liner

was assumed to be 2.21 m. This is the same radius that was used in

Reference 2, which analyzed the effects of the modified permeability zone

around the shaft.

In the second part of Case 1, the saturation increases in the matrix

after the water has left the fractures and was pulled, through capillary

pressure, into the matrix in a volume based on the same total radius, R,

was calculated. The equation for the saturation increase based on

conservation of water volume is

Of(l Srf)
(sf - si)m = ' (2)

m
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where (f - si)m = matrix saturation increase (nd); (1 - rf) = fracture

saturation decrease (nd); f fracture porosity (nd); and m2 = matrix

porosity (nd). As shown by Equation 2, the increase in saturation does not

depend on the radius to which the fractures are saturated. The increase is

dependent on the fracture porosity and residual saturation and the matrix

porosity. To investigate the effect of the matrix porosity on the change

in saturation for each hydrologic unit, calculations were performed using

the fracture characteristics listed in Table 1 for matrix porosities

ranging from 0.05 to 0.5. This range includes the reference matrix

porosity listed in Table 1. (The values from Reference 3 are within the

range of values provided in the Reference Information Base (RIB),

Reference 3, except for the matrix porosity for the Calico Hills Unit. The

matrix porosity was larger by 0.01 than the range indicated in the RIB.

This value of matrix porosity was used because previous calculations,

Reference 3, had been performed using this value and the conclusions in the

present analyses would not be affected by this small difference.)

The FORTRAN program used to evaluate Equations 1 and 2 for the shaft

is listed in Attachment A.

Case 1--Results

Results obtained using Equations 1 and 2 for all five hydrologic

strata are given in Attachment B. These are based on 3.02 m3/m of drilling

water and the material properties given in Table 1. Preliminary estimates

of the amount of construction water that may be retained were about 10%.

Therefore, calculations were performed for up to 10% retained water.

Figure 2 shows a plotted summary of the calculations based on Equation 1.

It can be seen from this figure that when 10% of the drilling water is

retained in the fractures, the fractures saturate to a radial distance, R,

between 27 and 47 m for the five strata. The radius is the smallest for

the Topopah Rep because the fracture porosity was the highest in this unit

of the hydrologic strata analyzed.

Figure 3 shows a plotted summary of the results of Equation 2. It can

be seen from this figure that the maximum increase in saturation, if the
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hydrologic strata porosities were as low as 0.05, is less than 0.004. The

change in saturation for the reference value of matrix porosity of each

hydrologic strata is also shown in Figure 3. The largest increase would

occur in the Tiva Canyon unit and would be about 0.0017.

Case 2--Problem Definition

In this case it is assumed that the primary driving force for the

transport of water into the rock is capillarity. Additionally, it is

assumed that the water distributed between R and R is at a uniform

saturation, as indicated in Figure 4. Equation 3 is an expression for the

conservation of water under these assumptions.

nV

(5f im 7mw(R 2 R2)

This equation was also evaluated for the shaft using the FORTRAN

program listed in Attachment A.

Case 2--Results

A tabulated display of the results of Equation 3 is given in

Attachment B for all five units, assuming that 10% of the drilling water

was retained in the rock. Saturation increases for a range of radial

distances between 10 and 110 m are given. Figure 5 shows calculated

saturation increases up to 0.013. The maximum saturation increase, which

occurs in the Tiva Canyon strata, is calculated to be 0.013 at a radial

distance of 10 m. This radial distance would be 7.8 m from the outside of

the concrete liner. At a radius of 20 m, the maximum increase in

saturation would be 0.003. For the Topopah Spring strata the saturation

increase would be 0.009 at a radial distance of 10 m.
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Case 3--Problem Definition

This case is identical to Case 1 except that it applies to a drift.

For these analyses the drift geometry shown in Figure 6 was used as the

basis for the calculations. The drift was analyzed as a right circular

cylinder having the same circular area as the drift shown in Figure 6.

This resulted in the drift being analyzed as a circle with a radius of

3.38 m. Equation 1 was also used for this case with the inside radius of

the drift wall, R, equaling 3.38 m.

The calculation of the change in the matrix saturation after the water

retained from drift construction was pulled from the fractures into the

matrix would be the same for a drift as for the shaft. Therefore, the

results discussed for Case 1 and shown in Figure 3 would also apply to the

drifts.

The FORTRAN program used to evaluate Equation 1 for the drifts is

listed in Attachment C.

Case 3--Results

The calculated radii applicable to the drift geometry for five

hydrologic strata are listed in Attachment D. Results are given for all

the strata, even though drifts are only planned for the Topopah Spring and

Calico Hills units. These results were based on 1.65 m3/m of water being

used during drift construction and the material properties listed in

Table 1. The results are also plotted in Figure 7, which shows that when

10% of the construction water is retained in the fractures, the fractures

will be saturated to a radial distance between 18 and 45 m for the five

strata analyzed. The largest radius was in the Calico Hills unit and the

smallest radius was in the Topopah Spring repository unit.
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Case 4--Problem Definition

This case is identical to Case 22, except that it is also based on the

drift geometry discussed for Case 3. Therefore, in Equation 3, an inside

radius of 3.38 m was used.

The FORTRAN program used to evaluate Equation 3 for the drifts is

listed in Attachment C.

Case 4--Results

The increase in saturation calculated with Equation 3 applicable to

the drift geometry assuming 10% of the construction water was retained in

each of the five hydrologic units is listed in Attachment D. These results

are also shown in Figure 8, which indicates a maximum calculated increase

in saturation of about 0.007 for a radius of 10 m in the Tiva Canyon unit.

The increase in saturation for the Topopah Spring and Calico Hills units

for a 10-m radius was 0.0054 and 0.0013, respectively.

Conclusions and Additional Calculations

The results for the analyses discussed in the document indicate that

the change in saturation would be quite small when the retained water was

uniformly distributed in the rock. The largest calculated increase in

saturation was 0.013 when 10% of the drilling water was retained in the

Tiva Canyon unit around the shaft at a distance of 10.0 m from the shaft

center (7.8 m from the concrete liner). For representative matrix and

fracture porosities for the hydrologic strata the exploratory shaft will be

constructed in, the maximum change in saturation was 0.0017. These changes

in saturation may be less than the accuracy of experiments and numerical

calculations. These analyses did not consider potential effects of local

variations in strata properties that could occur.

These analyses assumed the distribution of the retained water was

uniform. However, Figure 4 illustrates that the initial distribution will

probably not be uniform. Therefore, to investigate the potential effects
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of the initial distribution of the retained water, it is recommended that

time-dependent, one-dimensional radial calculations be performed using the

NORIA finite element computer code for the significant cases. These

calculations will show the movement of the retained water from the surface.
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Table 1

Material Properties

Unit 4/ *wf Of.103

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

fractures

0.08

0.4

0.11

0.11

0.46

0.140

0.027

0.041

0.18

0.046

I
0.0395

CONCRETE LINER

I I17

I

Figure 1. Outline of Problem Geometry.
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Probable Saturation Distribu1ion
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Figure 4. Probable and Assumed Water Distribution, Case 2.
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Figure 5. Increase in Matrix Saturation Assuming Residual Drilling
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Case 2.
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Figure 6. Drift Geometry Used in Analyses.
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Attachment A

The FORTRAN program listed below solves Equations 1, 2, and 3 for

several parametric sets of conditions. The program is complete-and needs

no additional input to generate the output listed in Attachment B.

ROGRAM TO CA ITN RADI OF FRACTURE FILLE TMA RL AAND MA NMATRIX
c * FvP !T{?WA g RLAEAT RF TEA mEY2 2 32.Stt"2)

XFs4A Y TR MEAAT REt(n2

R ESIDUCE SATURATNOF tlACTURES
IOEN M 'RJATI TYPEs'NWrw)

P N UN4 N3 eRA AT tYP aNEW1OA II, *I } j !)341?@ 2;54 |;E; jE 4. 4.6E-S/ATA N::4

P;°1 *

3 DiR IT . FRACTURE POROSITY VF I
WRlT( a' 3POR6TILL NTER Ft N AUS (M)

WRE CL
CON INNUR

DXX x NP
WX2 a XW(RXATURA9-TF(I)(I-SRF)) + R-2) *0. I

#0 COBTT1E*XP RF

WRYT P:RF

DPORO 0.05

WR T E R-' T 'FATURE POROSITY ' PF(

T - APOR6STY CHAGt INNTURATION

aR ,

WR0T2 5:: ATRIX SATURATION INCREASE TO RADIUS FILL

DO6 I 1,Sj

W7 9F!§* fiL AD U SAATON iCREASE 

+ X* *( 4159-PORM(I)*(R*'2 - R*2)) )

30 CONT N t

i T UN T2 IP AVl 
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Attachment B

The Computer program listed in Attachment A was used to generate the

data listed below for Case la. The FILL RADIUS (m) is the radius to which

the fractures would fill for a given percentage of drill water left in the

shaft after drilling. This assumes no water is initially absorbed by the

matrix material.

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

PD~!uRw wATSITYa FL.
OC D FQE+OO .D

I. I4: 1

fRACTU E PRSITY-, !7OO-
So0bD tE+OD F;aQDU m

RAOTURE PQRQSITY-F 4. 999-5
i DRI ,ER FILL M

O. QE+DOOkZ D

FRADTR PwDlTY 1 .ODOOOOE-Q4

EE8PDO iS§4

FROTRt OSIT- A.6DP~EC

O &DOE+DO2zlD0 
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Attachment B (continued)

The output data for Case lb is given below. The change in saturation

of the matrix (CHANGE IN SATURATION) was obtained by assuming that the

water in the fractures between the shaft wall and the FILL RADIUS,

calculated in Case la, is absorbed into the matrix material through

capillary pressure.

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

AJT MOS a | 4 _ S i
RO§$| TgHAWS N ON

*5D .D1 f2
.

5DD o . 7~99 
FfitRE MOSITY * 2 7NS OROW&I . " E-02 .. 4 UQ ? 3

1^2o888 E§.1772
.50 301 5.2@4994

&;~Tt POROSITY u 4 0 9

. I .opn E 02 2.E203 4
]fI -4

Cz'I8 4:

XX80 E 

F
P5;-5Sr E-02!

*4O8 ,
.50808 81

4O~ IF-O
A.-S1?E -Q4a

0j0
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Attachment B (concluded)

The data listed below, for Case 2, give the matrix saturation increase

(SATURATION INCREASE) between the shaft wall and FILL RADIUS for 10%

residual water. In this calculation, it was assumed that the water in this

region is at constant saturation.

ATRIX SATUATIO INCREASE TO AIUS FILL

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

VATI ?"'0ITUR * 99

IIS Ii i &8I i.63iz2B

P .P .4B 3 7
98 88: § 48

°SSI 4~iil
MATRXX PC

FI J RA3 

SB 
3

srv. 0 450

4747

i0

N

h1E

4
4

5

REASE
3
4

PIEASE

i4
¢44

4

?REASE

j3
4
4

JSITY O D 0
SATURAT!pV

~: ,j27

22 i

'0'
Ni
!-I

<I

KATRJ P SITY . 0 IIO
FILE AiI SATURAf IN

187 8"27

4Q. QQQ 1 a.47 5494

:° .43Q 14
R3 85 .§gt47

1°8 882 12~

'0

IN

ITRX POROSITY . 04600
t F l L Rt2 SAUATION

3u . u z34 1

7V.PD~p 4.Zt51p74

E.Q I .J6 7 4

iREASE3N4D
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Attachment C

The FORTRAN program listed below solves Equations 1, 2, and 3 for

several parametric sets of conditions. The program is complete and needs

no additional input to generate the output listed in Attachment D.

OGR TO CALCBLATE THE RADIUS OF FRACTURE FILLND T AN'E F TURATION N MATRIX
tQ. TEOUVAL NT RADiUS OF DRIT
VP *RATI VI PRF RC RT nd

iQ-~ W ku R;~ioR R MiE R Mi 65MI.2 17.6 ft'-2)X:FA~N OTO AL WAiER .5 's7St

St- SIDUXL OAT TYOF FRACTURES
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Attachment D

The computer program listed in Attachment C was used to generate the

data listed below for Case 3. The FILL RADIUS (m) is the radius to which

. the fractures would fill for a given percentage of water left in the drift

after mining. This assumes no water is initially absorbed by the matrix

material.

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

tRtURE POROSITY-.
E F1 

Ii 11B tli711

FRACTURE PRSITY- 2.750000-5
DR WA E tL RUMIJS (i
.0 D~8E0 DCD 1,yy

.e999 44.70

FRAjTURE RQSVTYs 4.0999E5
DL ^W E tILL wADD

OiQ28E+00 38?1D

4 tg99; 

h9 I IDtRACTUE PORSITY. .ODOD E-04
S 2LWAt tC VIL:RAVU5 (m)

0oP D8E U 0
2. QQQ 14 48

tRATUR£tE~SIT-~42eju1(

0. 88E+00d .>D

b-9YQPD .§.X~i47.QQYD 34iI~I:IIo: i2g2
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Attachment A (continued)

FORTRAN listing of subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC, for Topopah Spring.

subroutine fluidc(th,thm,thf,cmenml anfl smrlsfr,
t 1 tp,pvpax,y,timephi,rhognelemmatnn)
c th sU calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
e p n un s - kg,m,.

C mat 4, unit CHnz, Calico Hills, nonwelded, zeolitic
c mat , unit Hn , alico Hi11 , nonwelded, vitric
e a , unt $w, opop 5prngs, welded repostor zone)
C mat , unt 1w, oopah pr1n s, welded hophys zon)
c mat ,uni t n, a nt rush nW'elded
c mat 9, unit Cw Tva anyon, welded
c
c variables:
c betp water compressibility (beta prime)
c alop rock ompress iity (alpha prime)
c ani fracture porosity
C am Tatrix porosity h a * '1-an?
c tiotal poros ty phia n+am-n
C h moisture conten (fraiture nd matrix averaged)
C thm moisture content of he matrix
c thf moisture content of the fract re
C smr residual saturation of the matrix
C sfr residual saturation of the fracture
c sm saturation of atrix
c If saturation of fraitur
c C racture compress bi lty

dimension th(i) ,thm j8 thf(8) cm(8t(8),
2 p() vJ , x

dimension srrl Az. a Ont6),alp(1),betm(O),alpp(10),
C 2C
c properties
e data smrl 1 0 110 l 0410 0

data anm ()*1:.8 6.~ 6 6!: 8:~ 6
data an ! (, - 4.1E.54 I C 0.4

saturatin function statement
gatfu(sralap)(1sr)*1.p)**( al) 5f

c derivative of saturation function statementc stfue*srtaltep s2ls* ;(rap)**(l + sr(alc
chfu sr rel aele t
*bef t' i ph ro

C
c fracture properties
C sfr;3.!!5e-2

lgfl i51

c matrix properties
t betp-9.Se-7

C evaluate moisture content
alms (.-/betmimat))
alf 1.- .Ibet )
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Attachment A (continued)

c set values for use In computing fluxes and velocities

anmluanm mat
anfl anf mat
smrlsIr mat)

cc loop over nodes

do 109e 71rnn
f ( lg.- ht000
8pfm ~alPm t -' i~ 5**b tf )

m s tfu smr(ma al ap
c Sf~s~t usfr :a lfapPf)

c convert saturation to moisture content

C
thm jjjsmnmCmat *(l.-anf (at))

th( thm(j9yl h(j)

c these effects need to be incorporated nto the capacitance term

watcompbetp*th 1r a t*
2 rokcomp.9lpp t~ hob..(J

fracomp. c(mat Ith(!J/(anf(mat)+anrm(mat))*(sm-sf)/rhog

c compute the derivative of saturation wrt psi

chm-chfu smr(mat) alm pm betm(mat) alpm(mat) phm)
Ohfuct Mr :a fapf:betf :alp ,hm)

c
c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance

c cm1w hm*anm(mat *(1.-anf(mat)) + chf*anf(mat)
cm(i ucml at om + rokcomp + fracomp

e cm) )-cm i l.oe-5
100 con nue

c
return
end
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Attachment D (concluded)

The data listed below, for Case 4, give the matrix saturation increase

(SATURATION INCREASE) between the drift wall and FILl RADIUS for 10%

residual water. In this calculation, it was assumed that the water in this

region is at constant saturation.

Tiva Canyon

Paintbrush

Topopah Litho

Topopah Rep

Calico Hills

IUTRIX SATURATION INCREASE TO RADIUS FILL
wATR!X P0ROS !TY * 7. 9 9 9 E02

WATRIX POR SITY * 0 400 0O2O
VA b11T . SA UR8f 2P N REASE

. 020 .4~7 4

:11881 2l2s'
MA SITY 0 

ig8888 * f730E

l6C. OD 4 3.

110. 00 .00002 E

FIL RDII0 SA'TUA .3023 WREASE
.000 . II6I

53 300 .91 2B _34~~~.8 ~J4

9688 :i§~8E 5 

io888 :Mmji30 5

:4~~~

MATRIX P0
FIL Ir

11: 66;

8 888

M.ATRIXO
I RAlB8~l

§8 88

E18:881

SITY aSAI

I

�UWj;-Z
4811

1: 7�71
. 3771 11 . I
-, 91!Al
.I i
:1447911

i :9 I
Ii i I
I 11

DWREASE

F :i
i-0

logl

I-I

JSITY. 0 00
SATIAqIl q

1.4 3 
I 444 18 
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Attachment E

RIB and SEPDB Data

The values of the material properties in Table 1 were taken from the

RIB. For the matrix porosity, the values were within the range contained

in the RIB, except for the Calico Hills unit for which a value of 0.01

larger than the range was used. The values of matrix porosity selected

were based on R. R. Peters et al., 1984, "Fracture and Matrix Hydrologic

Characteristics of Tuffaceous Materials from Yucca Mountain, Nye County,

Nevada," SAND84-1471, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New

Mexico.

This report contains no candidate information-for the RIB.

This report contains no candidate data for inclusion in the SEPDB.
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July 1, 1987

Distribution

R. R. Eaton, 1511, and A. C. Peterson, 6312

Numerical Solutions for the Distribution of Residual Construction Water in
the Exploratory Shaft Facility at Yucca Mountain

Introduction

The current plan for the shaft drilling and drift construction in the

exploratory shaft facility (ESF) at the proposed Nevada Nuclear Waste

Repository site includes the use of water for dust control and drilling

purposes. During this operation, some of the water will be absorbed by the

host rock. The presence of this water has generated concern about its

effect on the undisturbed conditions of the rock; that is, can this water

increase the saturation of the rock surrounding the shaft to a level that

could have an adverse effect on in situ experiments or performance of the

waste package?

Previous analyses investigating the potential change in the matrix

saturation level from the residual water in the ESF were reported in

SLTR87-2001 (Appendix A). This report was an initial attempt to address

this issue and fulfills part of the analyses requested in Problem

Definition Memo (PDM) 72-22. The hydrologic units that were included in

these analyses were the Tiva Canyon welded, devitrified; Paintbrush vitric;

Topopah Spring lithophysae-rich; Topopah Spring lithophysae-poor; and

Calico Hills vitric. Two limiting cases were addressed to estimate the

radial distance to which the rock is affected and the maximum increase in

saturation that can be expected. The first analysis represents a limiting

case in that the maximum radial distance that water can travel into the

saturated fractures of the matrix and the resulting equilibrium saturation

increase was calculated. The second analysis is a limiting case in that
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the maximum matrix saturation increase that may occur at any radial

distance from the walls was calculated.

The results of these initial analyses, which are documented in

Reference 1, indicate that the change in saturation would be quite small.

Within a 10.0-m radius from the shaft center (7.8 m from the concrete

liner) the largest calculated increase in saturation was 0.013 when 10% of

the drilling water was retained in the Tiva Canyon unit. These changes in

saturation may be less than the accuracy of in situ experiments and

numerical calculations.

To investigate the effect of some of the assumptions used in the

analyses discussed above, such as fracture saturation and constant radial

saturation distributions, numerical time-dependent solutions for each of

the four hydrologic strata have been made using the multidimensional finite

element code NORIA [1]. The initial conditions for these calculations were

selected to be representative of the expected conditions. The results of

these calculations show the increases in saturation within a radius of 25 m

from the shaft centerline for computational times ranging from 1-1000

years.

Code Requirements and Problem Definition

In these calculations, time-dependent, one-dimensional radial flow of

the residual mining water in the rock matrix adjacent to the shaft liner is

modeled using NORIA. In this computer code the water is assumed to be in

isothermal matrix/fracture equilibrium at all times. The water is

transported as a result of pressure gradients. A listing of the code used

in these calculations is stored in the Sandia National Laboratories'

Integrated File Storage. When using the code, it is necessary for the user

to describe the material characteristics, such as saturation and

permeability, as functions of pressure head. This is done in the two

subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC. A listing of these two subroutines for the

four different strata is given in Attachment A. The material properties

used in these subroutines and for the entire analysis are based on those
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specified in the PDM that lists fracture and matrix hydrologic

characteristics based on the psychrometer measurements of Reference 2.

An outline of the mine shaft, the shaft concrete liner, and the

surrounding rock is shown in Figure 1. To calculate the one-dimensional

flow in the vicinity of the liner, a row of 25 eight-node quadratical

finite elements is used (Figure 2). The elements start at the outside

radius of the concrete shaft liner, R = 2.21 m, and extend to a radius of

25 m. The length of the elements increased from 0.143 m at the shaft liner

to 2.78 m at 25 m.

Initial Conditions

Initial pressure head and saturation values are obtained by assuming

one-dimensional, vertical, steady-state infiltration of 0.1 mm/yr through

the strata shown in Figure 3. This solution was obtained using the one-

dimensional, steady-state computer code LLUVIA [2]. A listing of this code

is given in Attachment B. The resulting steady-state pressure head

distribution, which establishes the saturation level, is given in Figure 4.

Time-dependent analysis using NORIA was made at the four axial

locations indicated in Figure 3. In each case it was assumed that at time

zero, residual mining water was located in the modified permeability zone,

RO < R < 2 * R, Figure 5, as defined by Fernandez [3]. This volume was

chosen because the permeability in this zone is specified in the PDM to be

80 times larger than that in the unmodified region. Thus, the mining water

will most likely be nearly evenly distributed in this region before being

transported into the unmodified zone through capillary action. Therefore,

the initial distribution of the mining water in the modified permeability

zone (MPZ) would have little effect on the time-dependent results. Based

on the saturation level established by the pressure head distribution

calculated with LLUVIA, the initial saturation for each strata at the axial

locations shown in Figure 3 was specified such that 0.302 m3/m of water was

added to the rock, as specified by the PDM. Adding this amount of water

resulted in the following changes in the initial saturation of the MPZ:
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Tiva Canyon increased by 0.080, Paintbrush increased by 0.017, Topopah

Spring increased by 0.06, and Calico Hill increased by 0.014.

A listing of the NORIA input for each of the four calculations is

given in Attachment C.

Results

NORIA was run on the CTSS computer system. Computed times out to

1000 yr required less than 25 s to run, using up to 60 time steps. In all

cases, a new steady-state condition was obtained by this time. The

calculations were expedient because the fractures remained unsaturated and

the computational nonlinearities that occur during fracture saturation did

not exist. Figures 6-9 show the saturation profiles for 1, 2, 10, 100, and

1000 yr for the Tiva Canyon, Paintbrush, and Topopah Spring units. Because

of the large permeabilities in the Calico Hills unit, solution profiles are

presented for 1 mo, 0.5 yr, and 1 yr. The results for the Topopah Spring

unit, shown in Figure 8, will be discussed because, except for the

magnitude of the changes in saturation, the results are similar for each

unit. At one year, the saturation in the MPZ for the Topopah Spring unit

was still about 0.035 above the nominal value, and changes in saturation

out to about 8 m from the shaft centerline were calculated. At two years,

the saturation in the MPZ was 0.03 higher than the nominal, and changes in

saturation out to about 10 m from the shaft centerline were calculated. At

1000 yr, the calculated saturation was uniform throughout the unit. The

rate at which the saturation front penetrates the rock is in general

agreement with the rates measured experimentally by Reda 4]. In that

experiment, the penetration speed of the saturation front was measured

using gamma ray densitometry.

For all cases, the saturation increase at radial distances greater

than 5 m from the shaft centerline (0.6 m from the MPZ) was less than 0.03.

The maximum increase occurred in the Topopah Spring stratum. It can be

seen that for large times (t > 100 yr) the saturation at the extreme of the

computational mesh increased. This implies that the impermeable

computational boundary condition applied at R = 25 m affected the
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saturation distribution and resulted in slightly elevated saturation

profiles at all radii.

Discussion and Conclusions

The results for the analyses presented indicate that the change in

saturation would be quite small when the retained water was assumed to be

initially located in the modified permeability zone. The largest

calculated initial increase in saturation was 0.08%.

Although these calculations apply directly to the shaft geometry,

similar types of saturation increases would be expected in the vicinity of

the drift. This was indicated in the analytical calculations reported in

SLTR87-2001 (Appendix A).

These analyses did not consider potential effects of local variations

in strata properties that could occur. Thus, under certain conditions, it

can be conceived that the residual mining water could be channeled directly

to an in situ experiment located at some distance, R, from the shaft.

However, without detailed knowledge of the strata variations, it would be

impossible to accurately model these situations.

An effect not considered in these calculations is the effect of drift

ventilation on the saturation profiles. Because any drift ventilation will

tend to dry the drift walls, the already extremely small saturation

increases would be even smaller if ventilation was included in the

analysis. The rate at which drift ventilation affects the saturation in

the vicinity of drift walls was addressed in an earlier study by Hopkins

and Eaton 5]. This study showed that when there is not an MPZ around the

drift, ventilation would affect the saturation level to about 2 m from the

drift wall within one year. The effect of the ventilation system on the

movement of water when an MPZ is modeled will be addressed in a subsequent

study.

It is concluded that for the problem investigated, appreciable

increases in rock saturation resulting from wet mining procedures are, in
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general, confined to a small region in the vicinity of the walls. The

conclusions are based on the current level of understanding of the material

characteristics and assume homogeneous material in each stratum. If

planned in situ experiments can be significantly affected by saturation

increases on the order of 0.005 within 10 m of the walls, the retained

water from construction could affect the results.

On the basis of the results of these calculations and the U.S.

Geologic Survey evaluation of the effect on experiments of changes in

initial saturation resulting from construction water, additional analyses

may be identified.
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Attachment A

FORTRAN listing of subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC, for Tiva Canyon.

C subroutine fluldc(ththm thf,cnanml,anfl,smrls r,
1 t,p,pvpa,x,y,time,ph ,rhog,ne emmat,nn)

C
C this sub calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
c p In units - kg,m,s.
C
c mat 4, unit Hnz, Calico Hills, nonwelded, zeolitic
c mat 5, un1t Hnv, a ico Hills, nonwelded, v tric
c mat 6, un~tS? IoPo a pr n s, welded repository tone)M 5 un kis op O ah r1sw ed"th oke mat 7, uni I, opo ah pr ns, weled ,,hophys zoc mat ~, unit P~n, Palnr h nwelded
c mat , unit va any, welded
c
c variables:
c betp water compressibility (bea prime)c aop rock compressibil ty (alpha prime)
c an fracture porn Ity
c anm matrix poros ay
c Dhi total porosity (phi anf + anm)
c th moisture contnt (fracture and atrtx averaed)c thm moisture content of the matrix
c thf moisture content of the fracture
c smr residual saturation of the matrix
c sfr residual saturation of the fracture
c sm saturation of matrix
c sf saturation of fracture
c fc fracture compressibility
e 2dimension t 8),thm( 8 htf(8) c(S) ,

2dimension smii ),a (I10l,anf(1),alpm(10),betm(10),alpp(10),
2 frc(1

c
c properties

data smr1), 14, /010, 004, 0 080, 0.002 0.1
data anmi) 44 A .1 .data anf I 1/ 4 .9e! :411 186ieT 146 t.8 * 2e:11 14.5181
data al 4rn 1 3 .BC.O7,0.Q081:25j 05 . 0t14e
data 'be? : 4, I , 'Y 5 8 5:TWdata 'al p I149I ~ je ,Z6±e-f 5 e1 
data fe( * .4,9 /2.- * i.e& e-A i!e- O~e-

C
c saturation function statement
c satfu(sr,al,ap)s(l-sr)*(1.ap)**(-al) sr
c derivative of saturation function statement

chfu sr al,ai bet,i,thm)s(l-s)rl*al*(.4ap)**(-at-1.)
1 *bef*a &*bet -phit (b t-1) r og

c fracture properties
c sfr 3.950e-2

al fIR51
bet fu. 3

c
c matrix properties
c betp=9.8e-7
c
c evaluate moisture content
C

alm. (1.-itIetm(mat))
alfw[(1.-i .Ibetf)
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Attachment A (continued)

c set values for use in computing fluxes and velocities

t anmlzanm mat)
anf anf mat

c smr smr (mat)

c loop over nodes

do 100 jml nn
khmp (1) ro A
if (phnmg .-.OODD0]6 hm.-.00000l
apm (al m*mat)' (phm))**betm(mat)
smfsatfu smr(ma ) alf apm-

c convert saturation to moisture content

thmf C sm*anm(mat *(1.-anf(mat))
thf() )tsf'anf (mat
th( thm(j) + th (J)

c
c these effects need to be incorporated into the capacitance term

rokcomp pp(a th /(anf(mat)+anm(mat))*(sm-anf(mat)
2fracomp.fc(mat3 th( /(anf(mat)+anm(mat))*(sm-sf)/rhog

c compute the derivative of saturation wrt psi

chmzchfu smr(mat) alm apm betm(mat) ,alpm(mat) phm
chfuchfu(sfr *alf~apf~betf ,alpf ,phmi

c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance

cml. hm*anm(mat1* .- anfimat)) + chf*anf(mat)
cm( .cml + wattog + ro com + fracomp

c cmI )rml 4 I.Ue-5
100 con nue
c

return
end

C
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Attachment A (continued)

C
C

subroutine perm(condl,cond2,akmll akm22 akf11,akf22,
Id~i 1 con 0 1 em mat nnI

I th ~ pv& ja (8) x Si39 (m~ (8,af1)ak2()
dimension t )i

C calculates permeability (cm**2)
c units - gm, m,sec.
C dimension condtlQ)

dimension phdg (10 ,hd( 00)~l
dimension thm 0 aI (10 alpmnlo),betm(10)
dimension on II )cf f d

c rock p o0er 3 9)1.0;

t note tha pi n or main .7s 8 tmes 6igger than mat 3

data conf 1 1.4, ON W 1e
Cconducf jelfun tton et(al )*1-^/I" )*&)

c fracture pronert as

do 0 I .,nn

f(P .t -. 06001 hm-.000001
pma almmat*pi ))*betm(mat)
am I- .betm~Al)
ATf :lf (1 . .))**betf

cofc n u _al a *conmat)
akm (. s(1.-a rt)*com*0.001/rhog
akf I:fTfmI cof*0.OOlIrhog
akfi .ak ll
cond1 aak +akf (A)

20 conti u
return
end

I
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Attachment A (continued)

FORTRAN listing of subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC, for Paintbrush.

subroutine fluidc(th,thm,thf,cmanmlWanf1,smrlsfr,
1 t,p,pv,pa,xytimephi,rhog,nelem,mat,nn)

e this sub calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
e p n units - kg,m,s.
I

C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

Mat 4, u
mat 5,ur
mat 6,ur
mat , ul
mat , l
am , l

variables:
betp
al p
anm
anm
thi
h

thm
thf
smr
sfr
sm
if
c

Iu HKnz,
~I Jiiialico Hills, nonwelded, eolitic

alico H lls, nonwelded, vitri
opopah prInis, welded repository zone)
opnah princs, elded 11thophysl 1 zone)
a tb rush, nonwelded
iva anyon, welded

water compressibility (beta prime)
rock compressibility Wpha prime)
fracture poros1ty
matr x porosity anf * '1 f

toaporosit (phi f rm -vn
moisture conten (fracture and matrix averaged)
moisture content of the matrix
molstur content of the fracture
residual saturation of the matrix
residual saturation of the fracture
saturation of matrix
saturation of fracture
fracture compress billty

dimension th ),thm848,jhf(8j cn((jt(8),
2dimension rf 1)B ya ,afpm(10),betm(1O),alpp(10),

c
c properties
c data smr p. 1 4 I 110 0.04 0 . B . 0 ~ .data anml :4: 61 5 o 8 00 018 °18° 8 .

~ I ~ ~ ' ~ i 0 ~ ~ 2 8 ; ~ - O A9 -9 ,8 9 4 % D1 8
data anf I52, 79 e- 2'
data alrf1 ~ :1 I.6116 l65,0.86565 0. 1:0 1.86 i /data 'a lp 4 I; .eo , . - , . e 8 ~ 7e- ,8 e- 3 6 e -
data fc 1 4, /28 .e-8, .Be- e-, I1 .e8,1 e-5 l2.e-8

c saturation function statement
e satfu(sralap)=(l-sr)*(1+ap)**(-al) sr
C
c derivative of saturation function statement
C 1chfu sr al'ti,,q~ jjr~l*1+p*(a-.

I *bef*a&*be ~-p *2bl ~ir ogt*l&)*-ll
c fracture properties
c sfre3.90e-2

ill~ i i51
c matrix properties
C betp.9.Be-7
c
c evaluate moisture content
C aim. r1.-llbetm (mat))

alf. (1.-1./betf)B
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Attachment A (continued)

c set values for use n computing fluxes and velocities
anml.anm mat
anflanf (mat
smrlusmr (mat)

c loop over nodes

do 1 Isn
qhmap(/ ho - )
lf (hm g , , l hm.-.ODO0Q
apm.(alpmmat - **betm mat
apf.(alp -phm J**b tf
smusatfu smr(ma )l ,apm

c sfusatfu sfr ,alfapfl

c convert saturation to moisture content
c

th~th hm; $ th(J
C
c these effects need to be Incorporated nto the capacitance term

watcompabetp thf jIh 0 t * s ~ n mt

2rokcomPpa ithi /j(anf(ma)+arm(mat))*(sm-anf(mat)
fracompufc(mat th 7 /(anf(mat)+anm(mat))*(sm-sf)Irhog

c compute the derivative of saturation wrt psi
C chm.chfu smr(mat) lmapmbe t (mat)1lPm(mat) ghal3

c�c f sr ,alf~apf,betf ,alp ,hm)
C
c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance

cml. hm*anm(mat)*(1.-anf(mat)) + chf*anf(mat)
cm ucml + wat omo + rokcomp + fracomp

c u l. )cml + 1. e-5
100 cont nue

return
end

c
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Attachment A (continued)

subroutine perm(condl,cond2,akmIl akm22 akfIlakfJ2,1Imesonh,. ,it9p~Pa x me,pF, hg ,ne em at nl

dimension copdl((8con3 a(8)X(TI y M8(8 akfIl(4),akf2I(8),

c calculates permeability (cm**2)
C units - gm,c ,sec.
C

dimension con 0)
dimension hd O),hkd 00 10),betn
dimension thm af 1mpm((I)
dimensi0 noon 0 10)n

da menio I14,9 /.0O 8, .816,0.00567,0.0150 0.0150 0.00821/
data b '4 87Z, 1 ' i2.e- e

c note tha be ma'1 7 :s so im 6 r9 t t a87

datoa con , 9 een 2e5, 1i 7.N: 3ei:-5 73.8e-
c onduct ue f A on s ement

e frcu (c(alg t . apJemn-al/2.)*(1.-(ap/(1.+ap))**al)**2

~hfm(_(g r~ - l
Ffm~E'S~th n 6 hmR-4 000 1

aT s a al 36 tt f* p ) ) ** betfq a 
af I- / etf) rP )

com: on u (alm,apm *conm mat
cof=c n u altapf) *cnf mat
akml .kS.- at *c PODl/rhog
akm22 a kml
akfjj :afkfi cof*O.O0llrhog
condl sakml +akf11t()

20 cond2 *akmZ2 .aktZZ (3)
return
end

C
C

/
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Attachment A (continued)

subroutine perm(condl,cond2,akmIl akm22 akfIIakf?2,

ld1 t&(j((8~gvf8K~pt8) im3,y(8) (h 6 ne Tm(),
1dimension qnj ,t ( ppyjajc ~ep ji!;fgII(nkfi em
dimension H j( S.pv 6J 'ta(8 M~3Y8L(

c calculates permeability (tm**2)
c units - gm,c m,sec.

dimension condfl~dimesio ph ls?,hkd (1DO
dimension hm 10)at 10 pm(1O),betm(1O)
dimension conm(l) ,conftiD)

c rockt rmi 1. .08 . 6OO57OO57OO5..O2

data afT 1 I 4, /494388,data be I / :4~ :
c note tha perm for mat. is times 6gger than mat-data conm 1 14 ,9)i2.e-11,ifi7e-7,5Ze1 1 ,l9e-11:3.9e:7 e-5data cont (1 14,9 )/OFe5,O!e5,1.7e51.e56'e5 AB-
c conduct ve fUn on statement

otn U(pl. t1.+ap **(-al/2.)*(1.-(ap/(l.+ap))**a1)**2
c fracture pr~ e tes

m. t -

af 1mpal1 m mat *( 'h betmma
a3fu al p* (-p ))**betf
com. on u alm,apm *conm mat
cofc n u a f,apf)*cnf ma
akml .-Am it) .001/rhog
akfll2 'at maI
akf :a akla fco*.OOl/rhog
akfZZ~ affTi
condl , jakml +akfll i

20 cont1 Jakmu Z +akfZZ J
return
end

C
C

/
/
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Attachment A (continued)

FORTRAN listing of subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC, for Calico Hills.

subroutine fluidc(th,thm,thf,cmnanml,anfl,smrl,sfr,
1 t,ppv,pa,x,y,time,phi,rhog,nelem,matnn)

this sub calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
p n un ts - kg,m,s.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
P

mat 4, I
mat 5, Ul
mat , ur
mat , uI
mat , I
mat , ur

variables:
betp
alvp
anp
hi
h
Ihm
thf
smr
sfr
sm
if
c

It Hnz,

nut w,2

alico Hills, nonwelded, zeolitic
alico HIll s, nonwelded, vitri c
opopah pr ngs, welded repository zone)
popah rin s. yelded lithophys 1 zone)
aanlrusn, nwelded
v1a anyon welded

water compressibility (beta prime)
rock compressibility (alpha prime)
fracture poro ty
matrix porositY
total pbrosty (phi * anf . an+ * (1 - anf)
moisture content(fracture and matrix averai d)
moisture content of the matrix
moittur content of the fracture
res dua saturation of the matrix
residual saturation of the fracture
saturat on of matrix
saturation of fracture
rracture compressibIlity

dimension thL )Mth(8) thf(8) cm(B) t(B),

2dimension v)(r8i|§a l, )n 6,al pm(O),betm(10),alpp(10),

c properties

data smr || /0 06 04 ?04 0 00 0

data anfm A 4 .- : 8 4
data 'anp (ii '1. - [ 5 18.0- Ila 63/i
Idat a .~ 7 0 67 . .e - * 5~
dat:a'dp I .4: J.'e! :

e saturation function statement

c satfu(sr,al,ap)(l-sr)*(+ap)**(-al) sr
c
C derivative of saturation function statement
c

1 f*lesral*qtR(!et|bphA1*&Rrt (j }r|al * (1 .+ap)**(-a -1.)

c fracture properties
c

sfr-3.95 je-2

c
C matrix properties

C betp.9.8e-7
c evaluate moisture content
c

alm= .-llbetm mat))
alf. (1.-i .Ibet )
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Attachment A (continued)

c set values for use n computing fluxes and velocities
C

anml.anm mat
anfl anf Imatj
smrlusmr mat

C
c loop over nodes

do 100 hm-0n0
Ohm p lj/rog yfj) 00 

ahm -t .-. Ouiph--. aOO

apf alpmht 't p IhrV7**betm (mat)
smsa tfu smr(mat) al apm
sfusatfu sfr galf aptf

C
c convert saturation to mnisture content

C thm ism'anm mat *k1.-anf(mat))
th( thM(j thi(J)

c these effects need to be incorporated nto the capacitance term

2rokcomp, ppI ij /(anf(mat)+antmat))*(sm-anf(mat)

c fracomps c(mat th(j (anf(mat)+anm(mat))*(sm-sf)Irhog

c compute the derivative of saturation rt psi
C chmnchfu smr(mat) aim T betm(mat) ,al (mat),phm]

chf chfu (sfr :alfa apbetf ,al f hmn
C
c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance

c Jhr anmn(mat)*(I.-anffmat)) chf*anf(mat)
c j gcml + wat o + rCOM + fracomp

c u )cml + 1.8ol
100 con nue

c
return
end

c
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Attachment A (concluded)

subroutine perm(condl,cond2,akml akm22 akfll,akf22,
1 (h ,top 2Doa t~x , itgmeD0i rhg, fnelem tat j(n )
dimension onII1 6pv(8,IkAI ,~(I 8 kfIllU (B)

1dimension thTIU " Cona8 1akrxiIR a

c calculates permeability (cm**2)
C units - gm,c m,sec.
c

dimension con 0)
dimension phd N) ,hdf 00
dimens on hmrl )af (o pm(IO),betm(10)
dimens on con( 1,cdnf 

c rocktiprper~ I s
dat (a]~ ,6 0 0 0.067,0.0059 70 015 00821
data b 0n ,3 34,)/031 5 38 461!
data a I4 AA :4 e- !;12f!:II

c note tha Pe for mat4O1s t imes igier tan mat-s
data conm J ,134,9 i2be-7, 7e-71.se-11,19e-11,3.9e-7,9,7¢-1Z
data conf (1) 4,) e-5, 6.e-,1

c conduct ve f i on s a eent
cfatu (al.apt es+apl) -/2.)*(1.-(ap/(l.+ap))**al)**2cfrature pre s

bevf. 4 z§D

do 20 -j nhm-. 000001

ar$salpmnmat *-ph )*betm mat
am 1-1 . betmt a1

p~s AleT f) ))**betfa f- / 5e f)
comu on u a m,ap )*conm mat
cof-c nfu alf,apf onf (mat
akml .(.-af (mat))'com .001lrhog
akm22 . kml )
akfl *af Ma xcof*O.001/rhog

condl akm +akfqj ()
condZ samzz )+akfZ (J)

20 conti 
return
end

c
c

/
I
I

I
I
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Attachment B

FORTRAN listing of program, LLUVIA [4].

PROGRAM INFIL (tty, npututty, outpututty)

The purpose of thi I program IS to solve for steady-state pressures
ln Dary flow rob ems nvolving constant Infiltration Into a
1-D column of layered stratat The pernmeab lity of each layer s
a function of pressure and given bY subrouti e PERM. A Runge-Kutta
solution procedure is implemented through subroutine DEBDF which s
one of the SLATEC library routines.

Convergence for some cases will not be obtained with a single
precision version of this program.

May 18
R. R. Eaton and P. L. Hopkins, 1511

c IMPILCIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
XTE NAL F
HARACTER'1 ANS,ANS2,ANS3,YESUP,YESLO
1EAL MAXDIF
DiMENSONY 1)1NFO 5 RO]RK(61

1 RS )RPA) TNO6DE(01) 9PHOLD(501)

gATA 8LOL/8°Oi/ MAXDIF1O/ RHOGI9.8066SD3/
zATA ?UMMt/8* T M /1/,U 4068*0.l

C gATA ESUPI'Y (, SLOy 

COMMON /RATE/ VELBC
C MMON / MATWMAT

OPEN (unitmB,fom'fornatted',statusu'unknown')

Define nodal coordinates

CALL MESH (NNODE,TNODE)

Input infilatration rate and whether or not nitial condition
so ution file is to be generated.

RINT **,' NT R DOWNWARD INFILTRATION RATE (MM/YR) '

9EIBT 1`-!A A0U WANT6 LUTION FILE GENERATED ? (Y/N)'

900
'UP.OR.ANS YESLO) THEN
.R NUMBER F JLEMENTS ALONG VERTICAL'
'R NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ALONG HORIZONTAL'

LNELEMENT N ERING START AT BOTTOM ? (YIN)'
NT WILL AXMUME TOP)'

NUM3ERING ABEORIZONTAL YIN)'
.NOT, WILL SME ERTICAL)
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Attachment B (conetinued)

j or to on these variables

10 gJ~'
~~~

vel cha "css

Segin solution procedure loop

to20 °T11905 ,TOLR101WORK
1

IF THEN

TH4EN

_TE(IT,1000)

50 T.Y(1 } OUT,16) Y(1) ,PHM,RPAR(1),VEL2, AT .AT

U I t aIt, IIIIg6IF.LCI writ, solution file if requested

;L Me! 6tQ. Yi UP.OSLAS2.EQ.YESLO) THEN

ELS
E DLS(ITOP (CI-1)*NEL1.3))

1oo li-n El-
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Attachment B (continued)

IUMMY 3) PMAXDUMMY4 .PMIN
WRIT 1 TIME DUMMY,NELEM,((US(J2,12),121,B),J21,NELEM)

o C J9 JUS(ij)
10 F 1j( I8,D15.6)

FL8SSE [unt8!ttuts; lqeg})

C
00 0 Z(MMRATS R
1 AT PSI 6MEABIL Y M ) ELOCItY(M/S) I

I si RMAT 16 AX P 0OF I D14.6, 'OCCURS AT ,D12.5)rRMAT I' MAX PE EN A C'M RS
1818 MAT T7DATA RESR t1 97)

1050 T NDM 5 1PRX,(DI1)6
UBROUTINE F (Z,UUPRIMERPAR,IPAR)

CZ. Z-LOCATION CHDSEN BY CODE
I F ECTIVE PRESSURE

UPRIME dP/dz

CO iN RA~T IV8EL* C-HO-2)

DATIMENI FLAG UPRIME(I),RPAR(3),IPAR(1)

CALL* PERM(U(1IjZAMUAKPKM)

C EBC --1.5844044D-11
UP ( aAU*VELBLA

RPAR12.AMU
PAR 3 UPRIME(1)
RETU N

SUBROUTINE MESH (NNODE TNODE)
C REAL' 1 TNOD66 1 ZNQD 1)

DIMENS ON NTN8DE I ZNU

CDefine the nodal points

DATA (0N II,1 ii.513,3;i .!,222224.4,279.5,335.4,40D0.,465.5

10 ~~ 111lu~t2NEDE(I)
C 10CNT NU

I TURN
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Attachment B (concluded)

BROUTINE PERM (P,ZAMUAK,PHM)
CO / ATMAT*
IMPLICIT EAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

Ai LATJ PEREEABILITY (M**2)

ate ials are:

N CONN(16ACO4 16)I(0
~il§8 W eio dA1C a 0E

C ~ FiTMtiP 7 1/2P*, Ar.*(.(p(

AT AFg i u2 O*.E .E-5,4.IE.
ATA NM 112T M 1
ATA NM 7 7E-

C CON T F N ON $ATEMENT
C N ALI2.)*(1.-(API(:

APF ig
BTF I22s5

Define materials according to elevation

IF 2L.130.3) THEN
1ELSE F Z.GT.130.3.AND.Z.LE.335.4) THEN

ELSE F (Z.GT.335.4.AND.Z.LE.465.5) THEN

ELSS F5 (Z.GT.465.5.AND.Z.LE.503.6) THEN

ELSE s
NDST.

HOG; 00 .80665
HMP 8d

WP'AML. M~f 1 BEh)**ET MA

~~M AT~~ON (ATF: , Lf ETF P A))**BETF

NEED KS -NiiLF)P*CNM(MAT)E VL FC U R SAP\D

EEDAPWEA*ASJT tN *2
AKKAMU H
ka 5e-12
ND

kl done

I+AP))**AL)**2
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Attachment C

Input to the NORIA code for the Tiva Canyon calculation.

X haft dr151ing water

water .600 .O,O.OD1,,,,9.8,variable
vapor ,

N j coz% 4,2230.,1. .4,,,.2BD00D0O,. ,,variab e,35,.2 35e7
i c 1 , 7 .4,, .46024§,1.,, 

opopah2, is C4::: 1 1Ealbe i

panbsh, 358*, 4 . 4,, 61 oo5'1'ovari abe 231507~e
ivacan . ~:490., I:4:::::082160 1.O,,,variable:, 1,432e7

8 Ant 162
end 3 4 9 2

4 orrkf, axisym
it outpout ,materlalg all e 10.t~ee

end
8 stop, post
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Attachment 
C (continued)

Input to the 
NORIA code 

for the Paintbrush 
calculation.

X ;haft driling water

water i :OO.O.O.l,,,.9.8,variable
vapor S

cI oz, 40, 34,,,.280000 
,,,var abl e* .5, S2

alcov 'BIi 48D48variabl 5e

ain bsh, 51 
l.4: ,ariab 

5e

§ua ptd4,,19,1

aintbs, 
4xl 

varab

t 5 3p O14l~^ 
.4 10 51e,.57

l end
8stop, post
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Attachment C (continued)

Input to the NORIA code for the Topopah Spring calculation.

$ehaft drill1ng water
water 1,l1OO.OO.DOl,.,,9.B,var1ableI vpor
1oPOpa2, 2 , 58 : 4:::::II 1.U8 ,va able% f

eLivacan , , 4 0.,.6, .4,,,.081288 1.8,,,,var able,, 5 352e7

2 1 22 2 12i2
end

a*~~~~ *I^} 69 ,1,1

9 ?nd
00 16 2

Byuad 4,1,19,1

f ?ormkf, axis
tSoutput erja Vall .2 10

unip p D.;, l.2 ,1 00 95,l4,3.15e7,6.3e7,3.15e8,3.15e97 end
8 stop, post
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Attachment C (concluded)

Input to the NORIA code for the Calico Hills calculation.

$ haft drilling water calico hills vitric use materials 4 and 5

water , 1600.0,0.001,.,,9.8,variableIvapor :
ca§ico , 4,237a.,1.6,2.4,,,.46000O0,1.0,,,varable,,35,.107e5

; calico} 5 ,37Q .1. :,2.4 46O 10 ,,0ara ae, 5
topoah2: 68 .1. , 4,.1 ::I 000,1.bl 15 115,

1 ai 2 bsh :35D i..,Z 4 480 10, ,variable5 3595e7
i; t Iacan , ,2490.,1.6,2.4,,,.082160,i.6,,,,varia§le,,35,.4322e7

end}3}}552 94 9 , 1

17 lno 9i2
18 uadgm4 4,1,1
9 tendZO i1oop 16.2
20uada/ 91,19,1

24 nd k end
fo~ rmn? axisym
outputma erja all

6 unzipp,0.0 .1 e7, .OeO 200, 4,1e2,2.63e6,1.57e7,3.15e7
end
stop, post
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Attachment D

RIB and SEPDB Data

The values of the material properties in Figure 1 were taken from the

RIB. For the matrix porosity, the values were within the range contained

in the RIB, except for the Calico Hills unit for which a value 0.01 larger

than the range was used. The values of matrix porosity selected were based

on R. R. Peters et al., 1984, "Fracture and Matrix Hydrologic Characteris-

tics of Tuffaceous Materials from Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada,"

SAND84-1471, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

This report contains no candidate information for the RIB.

This report contains no candidate data for inclusion in the SEPDB.
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APPENDIX C

SLTR87-2003

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUAL CONSTRUCTION
WATER AND IN SITU PORE WATER IN THE EXPLORATORY SHAFT FACILITY

AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN, INCLUDING EFFECTS OF DRIFT VENTILATION
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Department 6310 Letter Report
Sandia National Laboratories
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUAL

CONSTRUCTION WATER AND IN SITU
PORE WATER IN THE EXPLORATORY

SHAFT FACILITY AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN,
INCLUDING EFFECTS OF DRIFT VENTILATION

Roger R. Eaton and Andrew C. Peterson
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March 17, 1988

Distribution

R. R. Eaton, 1511, and A. C. Peterson, 6312

Numerical Solutions for the Distribution of Residual Construction Water and
In Situ Pore Water in the Exploratory Shaft Facility at Yucca Mountain,
Including Effects of Drift Ventilation.

Introduction

The current plan for the shaft drilling and drift construction in the

exploratory shaft facility (ESF) at the proposed Nevada Nuclear Waste

Repository site includes the use of water for dust control and drilling

purposes. During this operation, some of the water will be absorbed by the

host rock. The presence of this water has generated concern about its

effect on the undisturbed conditions of the rock; that is; can this water

increase the saturation of the rock surrounding the shaft to a level which

could have an adverse effect on in situ experiments or performance of the

waste package?

Previous analyses investigating the potential change in the matrix

saturation level from the residual water in the ESF were reported in

SLTR87-2001 and SLTR87-2002 (Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively). The

hydrologic units that were included in these analyses were the Tiva Canyon

welded, devitrified; Paintbrush vitric; Topopah Spring lithophysae-rich;

Topopah Spring lithophysae-poor; and Calico Hills vitric. SLTR87-2001 was

an initial attempt to address this issue, using analytical procedures, and

fulfilled part of the analyses requested in problem definition memo (PDM)

72-22. Two limiting cases were addressed to estimate the radial distance

to which the rock is affected and the maximum increase in saturation that

can be expected.
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The first analysis (SAND87-2001) represents a limiting case in that

the maximum radial distance that water can travel into the saturated

fractures of the matrix and the resulting equilibrium saturation increase

was calculated. The second analysis (SAND87-2001) is a limiting case in

that the maximum matrix saturation increase that may occur at any radial

distance from the walls was calculated. The results of these initial

analytical analyses indicate that the change in saturation would be quite

small. The largest calculated increase in saturation was 0.013, when 10%

of the drilling water was uniformly retained in the Tiva Canyon unit in a

10.0-m radius from the shaft center (7.8 m from concrete liner). These

changes in saturation may be less than the accuracy of in situ experiments

and numerical calculations.

To investigate the effect of some of the assumptions used in the

analyses discussed above, such as fracture saturation and constant radial

saturation distributions, numerical, time-dependent solutions for each of

the four hydrologic strata were made (SLTR87-2002) using the

multidimensional finite element code NORIA [1]. The initial conditions for

these calculations were selected to be representative of the expected

conditions. The results of these calculations show the increases in

saturation within a radius of 25 m from the shaft centerline for

computational times ranging from 1-1000 yr.

Neither the analytical analysis (SLTR87-2001) nor the numerical

analysis (SLTR87-2002) included the possible influence of the ventilation

system on the movement of residual construction water and in situ pore

water. The effect of drift ventilation is included in this study.

Numerical calculations have been made that include the effects of drift

ventilation for drifts located in the Topopah Spring and Calico Hills

vitric strata. These are the only strata that are currently planned to

have drifts in the ESF.

Code Requirements and Problem Definition

In these calculations, time-dependent, one-dimensional flow of the

residual mining water and in situ pore water in the rock matrix adjacent to
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the drift walls is modeled using the numerical code NORIA. In this

computer code, the flow is assumed to be in isothermal and matrix/fracture

equilibrium at all times. The development of the matrix/fracture

equilibrium model was discussed in Reference 2. The water is transported

as a result of pressure gradients. A listing of the code used in these

calculations is stored in the Sandia National Laboratories' internal file

storage (ISF). When using the code, it is necessary for the user to

describe the material characteristics, such as saturation and permeability,

as functions of pressure head. This is done in the two subroutines, PERM

and FLUDIC. A listing of these two subroutines for the two different

strata is given in Attachment A. The material properties used in these

subroutines and for the entire analysis are based on those specified in the

PDM, which lists fracture and hydrologic characteristics based on the

psychrometer measurement of Reference 3 (see also Attachment D).

An outline of the mine drift and the surrounding rock is shown in

Figure 1. To calculate the one-dimensional flow in the vicinity of the

drift wall, a row of 25 eight-node, quadratic finite elements are used

(Figure 2). The elements start at the drift wall, X - 0 m, and extend to

25 m. The distance was selected to be large enough that it would not

significantly affect the conclusions of these analyses. The length of the

elements increased from 0.187 m at the drift wall to 2.85 m at X - 25 m.

Initial and Boundary Conditions

Initial pressure head and saturation values are obtained by assuming

one-dimensional, vertical, steady-state infiltration of Q = 0.1 mm/yr

through the strata shown in Figure 3. This solution was obtained using

LLUVIA, the one-dimensional, steady-state computer code. A listing of this

code is given in Attachment B. The resulting steady-state pressure head

distribution, which establishes the saturation level, is given in Figure 4.

Time-dependent analysis, using NORIA, was made at the two vertical

locations indicated in Figure 3. In each case it was assumed that at time

zero residual mining water was located in the modified permeability zone

(0 < X < 2.76 m), Figure 5, as defined by Fernandez [4]. This volume was
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chosen because the permeability in this zone is specified in the PDM to be

80 times larger than that in the unmodified region. Thus, the mining water

will most likely be nearly evenly distributed in this region before being

transported into the unmodified zone through capillary action. Therefore,

the initial distribution of the mining water in the modified permeability

zone (MPZ) would have little effect on the time-dependent results. Based

on the saturation level established by the pressure head distribution

calculated with LLUVIA, the initial saturation for each stratum at the

axial locations shown in Figure 3 was specified such that 0.165 m3/m2 of

water was added to the rock for each square meter of drift wall surface, as

specified by the PDM. Adding this amount of water to the modified zone

resulted in the following changes in the initial saturation: Topopah

Spring increased by 0.0285, and Calico Hill increased by 0.00682.

A pressure boundary condition is imposed at the X = 0 boundary to

represent the ventilation condition in the drift. The procedure for

calculating a pore water portential is discussed in the ventilation study

done by Hopkins et al. [5]. The equation given is

if-RT 1 g= ln

where pressure head (m); R = universal gas constant, 8.314 x 103; T =

Kelvin temperature, 299.15; M = molecular weight of water, 18.0; g =

gravitational constant, 9.8; and = relative humidity (%), 10.0.

For these prescribed conditions the calculated pressure head is

-3.25 x 104 m. The corresponding saturation for the Topopah Spring and the

Calico Hills strata is 0.0943 and 0.041, respectively. (Note that if the

relative humidity was assumed to be 90%, the calculated pressure head would

be -1.48 x 103 m and the corresponding saturation for the Topopah Spring

and Calico Hills strata would be 0.133 and 0.041, respectively.)

Listings of the NORIA input for both calculations are given in

Attachment C.
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Results

NORIA was run on the Cray XMP computer. Computed times out to 1000 yr

required less than 30 s to run, using up to 60 time steps. The calcu-

lations were expedited because the fractures remained unsaturated and the

computational nonlinearities that occur during fracture saturation did not

exist.

Figure 6 shows the saturation profiles for the Topopah Spring drift

for times of 1 wk, 2 wk, 4 wk, 0.5 yr, 1 yr, 10 yr, and 100 yr. The

assumed initial location of the residual construction water and in situ

water is shown by the t - 0 curve. The increment in saturation located

between 0 < X < 2.76 m represents the residual construction water.

The saturation boundary condition at the drift wall creates a

considerable amount of drying in the vicinity of the wall. At approx-

imately 4 wk, drying resulting from the drift ventilation completely

dominates any effect of residual construction water. By t = 100 yr the

effect of drift ventilation on the rock is significant to a distance of

25 m from the drift wall and the effect of the no flow condition imposed at

the right computational boundary influences the calculations. Therefore,

results for times larger than 100 yr are not presented. The discontinuous

slope in the saturation curves is a result of the increased permeability of

the MPZ, which extends to 2.76 m. Enhanced drying occurs in this zone as a

result of its permeability value, which is 80 times the undisturbed zone

value. At 1 yr the effect of drying has penetrated approximately 2 m into

the undisturbed rock. This is similar to the results presented in

Reference 5.

Figure 7 shows the effect of drift ventilation on saturation profiles

adjacent to the Calico Hills drift. Because the permeability of the Calico

Hills material is several orders of magnitude larger than that of the

Topopah Spring material, the time scale for drying is considerably shorter.

The figure shows that after one day of ventilation the residual

construction water has been completely drawn into the drift by the

ventilation process. By 0.5 yr, drift ventilation affects the saturation
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in the Calico Hills rock to a distance of 25 m, and the no flow condition

imposed at the right boundary influences the results. Therefore, results

for times longer than 0.5 yr are not presented.

Discussion and Conclusions

The results for the analyses discussed in this document indicate that

the change in saturation is completely dominated by the effects of the

ventilation system. This ventilation removes the residual water from the

drift walls before the capillary forces can transport it away from the

drift walls and into the undisturbed rock.

These analyses did not consider potential effects of local variations

in strata properties that could occur. Thus, under certain conditions, it

can be conceived that the residual mining water could be channeled directly

to an in situ experiment located at some distance, X, from the drift.

However, without detailed knowledge of the strata variations, it would be

impossible to accurately model these situations.
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Attachment A

FORTRAN listing of subroutines, PERM and FLUDIC, for Topopah Spring.

c

C
C
c
C
c
c
c
C
C
c
C

subroutine fldc(th.thmthfcmanml .anf1,smrl.sfr,
1 t.ppv.Da.x.y,time,phi ,rhog.neem.matnn)

this sub calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
p in units - kms.

mat
mat
mat
mat
mat
mat

4, unit
6, unit
6. unit
7, unit
8. unit
9 unit

CHnz.
CHnv,
TSw2,
TSw 1,
PTn,
TCw.

Calico Hills. nonwelded, zeolitic
Calico Hills, nonwelded, vitric
Topopah Springs, welded (repository zone)
Topopah Springs, welded (llthophysal zone)
Paintbrush, nonwelded
Tiva Canyon, welded

c varIables
c betp
c alpp
c anf
C anm
c phi

c th
c thm
c thf
c smr
c sfr
c sm
C sf
c fc
c

wate, compressibility (beta prime)
rock ompressibility (alpha prime)
fracture porosity
matrix porosity
total porosity (hl anf anm * (1 - anf))
moisture content(fracture and matrix averaged)
moisture content of the matrix
moisture content of the fracture
residual saturation of the matrix
residual saturation of the fracture
saturation of matrix
saturation of fracture
fracture compressibility

n th(8).thm(8),thf(8).cmC8),t(8).
p(8) ,pv(8) .pa(8) ,x(8) ,yi;8)

n smr(10),anm(10) anf(10).alpm(10).betm(10).a iDp( 10),
fc(10)

AI
d Imens lor

d mens or

2

properties

data(smr(l), 14.9)/ 0.110, 0.041, 0.080, 0.080, 0.10, 0.002/
data(anm(l), 1.4,9)/ 0.28, 0.46, 0.11. 0.11, 0.40, 0.08/
clata(anf(l), -4.9)/4.6e-5.4.6e-5, 18.e-5, 18.e-5.2.7e-5, 14.e-5/
data(alpm(l).l-4,9)/.00308,0.0160,0.00567,000567.0.0150.0.00821/
data(betm(i),I-4.9)/ 1.602, 3.872, 1.798. 1.798, 6.872. 1.558/
data(a1pp(l).I-4,9)/ 9e-7,26.e-7, 5e-7, .8e-7,82.e-7, 62e-7/
data(fc(l), -I4,9)/2.Se-8,2.8e-8, 12.e-8, 12.e-8.19.e-8.132.e-8/

saturation function statement

satfu(sr~ai~ap).(1-sr)-(1.ap)-(-al) sr

derivative of saturation function statement

chfu(sr al.ap bet.aphm).(1-sr)a-(l. +ap )(-al-1. )
1 *bet-assbet*(-phm)*O(bet-1)/rhog

fracture properties

*fr-3. 950e-2
aIpf-1 .2651
betf4 .23

matrix properties
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Attachment A (continued)

C
betp-9 Se-7

C
c evaluate molsture content
C

alm-t1.-1/betm~mat))
afwc1 -1./betf)

C
C Set values for use In computing fluxes and velocities
C

*nmt.anm(mat)
anft-anf (mat)
smr1-smr(mat)

C
C loop over nodes
C

do 100 J1,nn
phm-p(J)/rhog - y(j)
If (hm .gt.-.000001) phm--.O00001
apm-(alpm(mat) m (-phm))--betm(mat)
apfa(alpfa (-phm))-Sbetf
sm-sat fu(smr (mat) .a Imaprm)
sfusatfu(sfr ,alf.apf)

c
C convert saturation to moisture content
C

thm(J)-sm'anm(mat)*(1.-anf(mat))
thf(J).sfeanf(mat)
th(J)-thm(J) thf(J)

C
C these effects need to be Incorporated Into the capacitance term
C

watcompwbetp'th(J)/rhoq
rokcomp-aipp(mat) th(J)/(anf(mat)+anm(mat))*(sm-anf(mat)

2 *(sm-sf))/rho;
fracotnp-fc(mat)*th(J)/(anf(mat)+anm(mat))'(sm-sf)/rhog

C
c compute the derivative of saturation wrt psi
c

Chmachfu(smr(mat).atm.spimbetmn(mat),atpm(mat),phm)
chfachfu(sfr ,alf,apf.betf alpf ,phm)

C
c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance
C

cm1-chmianmmat)-(1.-anf(mat)) + chf-anf(mat)
cm(J)-cm1 I wateomp + rokcomp fracomp

C cm(J).cm1 l 1.0e-5
100 continue

C
return
end
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Attachment A (continued)

c
c
c

subroutine perm(condl.cond2,akmll,akm22,akf11.akf22,
1 th~t,p.pv.pa,xy.time,phl.rhogneemmat,nn)
dimension condl(8),cond2(),akmill(8).akm22(8).akf1l(8).akf22(8),
¶ ~t(S) .P(8) ,pv(8) .Pa(8) .K(8) .y(8)

dimension th(8)
c
c calculates permeability (cm*2)

C units - m.c sec.
c

dimension cond(100)
dimension phd(100).hkd(100)
dimension thm(1O),af(lO).alpm(1O),betm(1o)
dimension conm(10) conf(10)

e rock properties
data(aipm(I)*I-4,9)/.00308, 0.016.0.00567,0.00567.0.0150.0.00821/
data(betm(I),Iw4.9)/ 1.602, 3.872, 1.798, 1.798, 6872, 1.558/

data(af(l), I14.9)/4.6e-5.4.8e-5 lB.e-5, 15.e-5.2.7e-5. 14.e-S/

c note that perm for mat-6 Is 80 times bigger than mat-7

data(conm(l),Iu4.9)/2.e-11,2.7e-7,152e-l1 1.9e-11,3.9e-7.9.7e-12/
data(conf(l),1-4.9)/20.e-5.20.e-5, 1.7e-5, 1.7e-5,61.e-5. 3.8e-5/

c conductive function statement
confu(albaD)=(l.*aP)00(-a1/2.)*(t.-(ap/(l.+ap))--al)0-2

c fracture properties
alpf=1.285
betf-4.23
do 20 Jl,nn
phm-p(J)/rhog - y(J)
If(phm.gt. -.000001) phm--.000001
apmm(alpm(mat)'(-phm))-betm(mat)
alm-( -1./betm(mat))
apfe(alpf- (-phm))*8betf

If.s(1-1/betf)
comwconfu(aIm.apm)*conm(mat)
cofuconfu (aifapf)*conf mat)
akmll(J).(1.-af(mat))-com-o.001/rhog
akm22(J)-akmil (J)
akf11(J)aaf(mat) cof0. 001/rhog
akf22(J)wakfl11(J)
cond1(J)makm11(J)+akf11(j)
cond2(J)wakm22(J)+akf22(j)

20 continue
return
end

c
c
c
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Attachment A (continued)

subroutine fluldc(ththm,thfcm.anm1.anf1,smrlsfr.
1 tppv.pa.x.y.time.phirhog,neiem,mat,nn)

C
c this sub calc the moisture content and der of moisture content wrt
C p In units - kg.ms.
C
C mat 4, unit CHnz. Calico Hills. nonwelded. zeolitic
C mat 6, unit CHnv, Calico Hills, nonwelded, vitric
C mat 6, unit TSw2, Topopah Springs, welded (repository zone)
c mat 7, unit TSwl. Topopah Springs, welded (thophysal zone)
C mat e, unit PTn, Paintbrush. nonweloed
c mat 9, unit TCw, Tiva Canyon, welded
C
c variables:
C beto water compressibility (beta prime)
C aIp rock compressibility (alpha prime)
c anf fracture porosity
c anm matrix porosity
C phi total porosity (phi anf anm (1 - anf))
C th moisture ontent(fracture and matrix averaged)
c thm moisture content of the matrix
c thf moisture content of the fracture
c smr residual saturation of the matrix
c sfr residual saturation of the fracture
c m saturation of matrix
c af saturation of fracture
c fc fracture compressibility
c

dimension th(),thn(B),thf(8),cm(8),t(8).
2 p(8) ,v(8) ,a(8) .x(8) y(8)
dimension srnr(1O),anm(1O),anf(1O).alpm( O).betm( O),alop(1O).

2 fc(10)
C
C properties
C

data(smrtl), 14,9)/ 0.041, 0.041, 0.080. 0.080. 0.10, 0.002/
datafanmi). 1-4,9)/ 0.46, 0.46, 0.11, 0.11, 0.40, 0.08/
data(anf(l), I-4.9)/4.6e-5,4.6e-5. 18.e-5, 4.le-5.2.7e-5, 14.e-5/
data(alpm(l),1-4,9)/.0160,0.0160,0.00567.O.00567,0.0150.O.00821/
data(betml(),l4,9)/ 3.872, 3.872, 1.798, 1.798. 6.872, 1.558/
data(mlp(l),l.4,9)/39.e-7.39.e-7. 6.Se-7, 12.e-7.82.e-7. 6.2e-7/
data(fc(l), i.4.9)/2.6e-8,2.8e-8, 12.e-8. 5.6e-8.19.e-8,132.e-6/

C
c saturation function statement
C

satfu(sr,^l~ap).<l-sr)-(Ivap)--(-&I) sr
C
c derivative of saturation function statement
C

chf u(sr al, ap, bet ,a ,phm)-( -sr )al-(I.ap)-(-5 -I.)
t bet-a--betS(-phm)S(bet-1)/rhog

C
c fracture properties

sfr.3.950e-2
alpfal.2851
betf-4.23

C
c matrix properties
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Attachment A (continued)

betp9. e-7
C
C evaluate moisture content
C

Sim.(1.-1/betm(mat))
aif.(1.-¶./betf)

C
C set values for use In computing fluxes and velocities
C

anmi-anm(mat)
anflmanf(mat)
emr1wsmr(mat)

c
c loop over nodes
C

do 100 Jl,nn
phm-p(J)/rhog - y(J)
If (phm.gt.-.000001) phm--.000001
aom.(alpm(mat)(-phm))--betm(rnat)
apfa(alpf* (-phrnm))-*betf
smwsatfu(smr(mat),almapm)
sfesatfu(sfr ,alf.apf)

c
C convert saturation to moisture content
C

thm(J)msm-anm(mat) (1.-anf(mat))
thf(J)wssfanf(mat)
th(J)-thm(J) thf(J)

c
c these effects need to be Incorporated Into the capacitance term
c

watcomp-betpth(J)/rhog
rokcomp-alpp(mat)th(J)/(anf(mat)anm(mat)) 0 (sm-anf(mat)

2 *(sm-sf))Jrhog
fracomp-fc(mat)m th(J)/(anf(mat)antn(mat))*(sm-sf)/rhog

c
c compute the derivative of saturation wrt psi
C

chm-chfu(smr(mat),alm,apm,betm(mat).alpm(mat),Vhm)
chf-chfu(sfr *alf,apf.betf ,alpf ,phm)

c
c convert to moisture content and sum terms for total capacitance
c

cm1achm-anmmat)*(1.-anf(mat)) * chf-anf(mat)
cm(J)-cml + watcomp rokcomp fracomp

C cm(J)-cml + 10e-5
100 continue

C
return
end

c
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Attachment A (concluded)

subroutine perm(condt.cond2,akmlt,akm22,akfl.akf22,
1 th.t.op.vpa.x.y.time.phl,rhog.nelem,mat.nn)
dimenslon ondl(6),cond2(8).akmla(c).akm22() .akfll(B).akf22(8),
1 t(8) .P(8),pv(B),pa(8),x(B).y(8)
dimension th(8)

c
c calculates permeability (cm*2)
C units - gm~c m,.sec.
c

dimension cond(100)
dimension phO(100),hkd(100)
dimension thm(10).af(10).alpm(1O),betm(10)
dimension conm(10).conf(10)

c rock properties
data(aipm(i),iw4,9)/.010, 0.0160.0.00S67.0.00567,0.0150,0.00821/
data(betm(I),iw4,9)/ 3.872, 3.672, 1.798, 1.798, 6.872, 1.558/
data(af(l), I=4.9)/4.6e-S,4.Ge-S. 18.e-S, 41e-5,2.7e-5, 14.e-S/

c note that perm for mat-4 Is 80 times bigger than mat-5
data(conm(l),i-4.9)/216e-7,2.7e-7.1.9e-11,1.9e-11,3.9e-7.9.7e-12/
data(conf(l),I-4,9)/20.e-5,20.e-5. 17e-5, 22e-5.61.e-5. 38e-5/

C conductive unctlon statement

c fracture properties
aIpf-1 .285
bet f-4 .23
do 20 J1.nn
phm-p(J)/rhog - y(J)
If(phrm-gt. -.000001) phm.-.000001
apm-(alpm(mat)*(- hm)) 0 betm(mat)
a m-( 1-1 /betm(mat))
apfa(alof' (-phm))*betf
atf-(1-1/bet f)
comwconfu(atmapm)Oconm(mat)
cof-confu(afwaf)8oonf(mat)
akml ( J)-( .- af (mat))wcomiO.001/rhog
akrr22( J)wakml1(J)
af1(J)-af(mat)-cof-0.001/rhog
akf22(J)-akf11(J)
COnd1(J)-akm1l(J)+akf 1(J)
cond2(J)wakm22(J)+akf22(J)

20 continue
return
end
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Attachment B

FORTRAN listing of program, LLUVIA.

PROGRAM INFIL (tty, nput-tty, outputatty)

The purpose of this pro ram is to solve for steady-state pressures
in Darcy flow roblems nvolving constant infiltration In a
1-D column of layered strata. The permeability of each layer s
a function of pressure and given bY subroutine PERM. A Runge-Kutta
solution prgcedure s mplemented through subroutine DEBDF which s
one of the LATEC library routines.

Conver ence for some aes will not be obtained with a single
precislon version of this program.

May 986
R. R. Eaton and P. L. Hopkins, 1511

c IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
EXTERNAL F
HARACTER * ANS,ANS2,ANS3,YESUP,YESLO

DIMENSION Y)INFO 5 RYORK(26U
1 DIW O N56)6RPAI33 f4 PR 1) N 0DElso1),PHOLD(5O1)

ATA OUT/B 
DATA TOLD YLD/O.,O.I MAXDIF/OI RHOGI9.80665D3/
DATA UMMW/8*o;0/ TIM;/0./,US14068*0./

C BATA ESUP Y'1Y SL y'

COMMON /RATE/ ELBC
C COMMON / MAT/MAT

C OPEN (unitm8,formu'fomatted',statusm'unknown')

Define nodal coordinates

CALL MESH (NNODE,TNODE)

Input infflatration rate and whether or not nitial condition
solution file s to be generated.

PRINT *,ENTIR DOWNWARD INFILTRATION RATE (MM/YR)

VLCVfLfi/3.15576D10
gRINT9 'D U WANT SOLUTION FILE GENERATED ? (YIN)'

90 R~MAT fA
F AN .* .YESUP.OR.ANS.EQ.YESLO) THEN
RP NT * EN TER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ALONG VERTICAL'

T**hENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ALONG HORIZONTAL'

T A 2LL ELEMENT NJERINGSTARt AT BOTTOM ? (Y/N)'
R NDTg~o 9 T NOT, WILL ASUM£ TP)'

RNT ILL NUMBERING BE HORIZONTAL (Y/N)'
PRINT '(IF NOT, WILL AS SUME VERTICAL)'

ENDIF 9 S3
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Attachment B (continued)

Initialize variables for solution procedure
Refer to documentation on DEBDE for etails on these variables

DO = 1.15

ATO . -10

I MvUeSlut be changed n two places.
VEL. 3- 1.544 0D-11

Begin solution procedure loop

DO 50 INNODD

20 CALL'DEBDF' NEQ T YTOUTINrDRTOL ATOL,IDID,RWORK
C 1*RW,fWDRKTLIWRPARIPAR)

IF ( D D EQ7) THEN
UO 1

ENDlF8_t

CALL F._I~TYT YI I UPRIM RPARIPAR)
VEL -RPAR I~/ 014)*UPIME
PFF.ABS(VNL-VELB
(DIF.GT.MAXD F) THEN
JAXDIF.DIFF
1LOC *T

END F
YOLDT

Wxj

IF4H .i1) RITE(IOUT.1000)

5 COlWRITE I UT,1010) TY(1),PHM,RPAR(1),VEL2, MAT ,MAT

PER.MAXDIE/VELB 'IDO.
WRITE 10LJT,1uml MAXD1F.ZLOC

C WRI IOUT,1030 PER

Write solution file f requested

?PEN {?nitlig forA='unformatted' status-'unknown')
FIA EQ.YEBUP.OR.ANS.EQ.YESLOJ THEN

ND}OLE~ I.={ I NEL 1

IE (ANSi. EQ.YLUP.OR.ANS2.EQ.YESLO) THEN

ELS TOPNELEM+E
END IF
V 00 3=1NELI1
8 ND3I 2 ) 2
0 011NEL2

IN D3= (1-
IF(ANS3.EO ) THEN
ESINDI;AB(ITP - ((J-1)'NEL2*1))

ELNfNDIABS(ITOP - ((I-1)'NELI+J))

ND OL IDZ+

US INDI,~ PH LD INDi+3
U5 INDI &PHOLD IND;+3

100 HS INU1,7 aPHOLD IH2
MAX=-1 0E0
MIN .6E
8 II 3: IUELEMZMAX: WIAXI PMAXUSJ
11 Mh'AJIPMIN U JM IN: A] Nli 1.

110 CONTINUE
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Attachment B (continued)

DUMMY(3 .PMAX
DUMMY4 
WRITE I INME DUMMY,NELEM,((US(J2,12),12.1,8),J2s1,NELEM)

WRITE' T 267 .,SJI
200 CONTIN f1 JIINUS(J!)
210 FORMAT 118,D15.6)

C ENDIF
CLOSE (unitaB status':keep')

C CLOSE (unit ,status 'keep )
1000 ~ORMAT( Z( PRJSSURE

1 pSi PERMEABILITYM-2) VELOCIiY(M/S)')
10 FORAT (5026.712

10f FORMAT ' MAX 6IFF OF 'D14.6, OCCURS AT ',D12.5)
1030 FORMAT ' MAX PERCENT ERROR-',D14 6)
1040 FORMAT (T7 D (PRESR()1
1050 FORMAT(15XT6,'1',1X,5(D12.&' . , 3' 

SUBROUTINE F (Z,U,UPRIME,RPAR,IPAR)

Z -OCATION CHOSEN BY CODE
U ECTIVE PRESSURE
UPRIME dP/dz

IMPLICIT REAL;8 (A-H,O-Z)
MMON /RATE/ VEL C

DIMENSION U ),UPRIME(1),RPAR(3),IPAR(1)
DATA I FLAG! /
A1iU=.1
CALL PERM(U(1),Z,AMU,AK.PHM)

C VELBCu-1.5844044D-11
UPRIMEM a-AMU*VELBC/AK
R PAR
RPAR .AMU
RPAR 3imUPRIME(1)
RETUNEND

SUBROUTINE MESH (NNODE TNODE)
C REAL*8 TNODEI 1 NODE 501)

DIMENSION TNODEI),ZNODE(501)

Define the nodal points

DATA (ZNODE(I)I 5 
DT (I 3oo .i0 .(,222,224.4,279.5.335.4,400.0,465.5
4B5,5 . , .4

NNODE 15
DO 10 I- NNODE
D NOE )-ZN8DE(I)

10 CON INUE'

RETURN
END
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Attachment B (concluded)

SUBR UTINE PERM (PZ,AMUAK,PHM)
COMMON/MAT MAT
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

CALCULATEE PERMEABILITY (M**2)
UNITS -K MSEC.
Materials, are:

IE iTSW2
C 6 PSWl

7 - TCw

DIMENSION AF 10 ALPM(101 ETM(10)

C ROC P 0 'R' lEJN~6 Ch~6
DATA AF P 2 7 2*4.6E-5,18.0E-5,4.IE-5 2.7E-5 14.OE-5/BATA LM 4 , /0.:D8O1,:.QI6OD .0056i ,0Q.9057, 0.05,0.00821/
BATA BTM (1 :, Sl 683 ,1.798 1798 6 872 155/
ATA RVENI 7 .- 1 2.7E!07,1. E I - i 39-7 9.7E-l21

C CONDUCTC VE F N f ON S9ATEMENT 5,1.7E-5 2 61.06-O , 1
CONU(A 1A + )**(-AL/2.)*(1.-(API.+AP))**AL)**2

C FRACTURE PRg~PE ES
THF-3.95 E-2
ALPF I.ZB51
BETFu4 .2865

Define materials according to elevation

IF (z.L;.130.3) THEN

ELSE FjZ.GT.30.3.AND.Z.LE.335.4) THEN

ELSEAF (Z.GT.335.4.AND.2.LE.465.5) THEN

ELSE IF (Z.GT.465.5.AND.Z.LE.503.6) THEN
MATw6

ELSE
MATs7

END IF
HODG=|OOO.*i.80665
MG RHOG-Z

j F(PHM8GT -000 P!H~m-A QD01
1P ALPM;MATD ))*BETMIDAT)

AWF: ALF*E ( P $))**BETF

OM' WUAGAM)A1PM)*CONM(MAT)-
C NEEDOCHAN E F6R SAND

RESULTzCONFU ALFPF)
COF&RESU N*CONF( MAT)

iK. ( 1-AF MAT )*OM4F(MAT)*COF
C NEED PERMEAB ILITY IN M**2

AKUAK*AMU / RHOG

END
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Attachment C

Input to the NORIA code for the Topopah Spring calculation.

$ shaft drilling water with ventilation
setup , 2 51
water , 1,1000.0,0.001.,,,,9.8,variable
vapor , 

calicoz 4 223 1.6 2 .4..2800000,1. ,,,variable,, 35,.22352e7
calicov ,5,237O.l.,24,,4600248,I.0,,,,variable ,35 .22352e7
topopah2, 6,25881.6 2 4 110 1 0 , variable,,35"1225e7

top~ah, ,2580.1., 4,, :1106 i : variable, :.106e
pain bsh, 8 235 46 2.4 4000162 i 6, . variable 35, 22352e7
tivacan , 9,2490.,16, ,,081288 1.0,,,,variable,,35,.22352e7

end
1,1 51 3 .9448, 1 , .9448 ,1
o o06 2, 5 0 00
44L,24242, 23
end
HlooD 9,2
guad8 4,6,1,1
lend

quadN24,7,19,1

bc peffvary,1,1,4,1
end
formkf
outputmaterial all
unzip ,O00 3.15el0, 1Oe-5 500, ,10, .864e5, .1728e6, .6e6, .12e7,.24e7*
.157e8 .315e8,.315e9,.3i5e10
end
stop, post
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Attachment C (concluded)

Input to the NORIA code for the Calico Hills calculations.

$ shaft drilling water with ventilation
setup , 1 51
water , 1,l000.0,0.001,,,,9.8,variable
vapor ,
air I
calicoz , 4,2370.,1.6,2.4,,,.4600000,1.0,,,,variable,,35,.51e4
taop2 5,2370.,I.6,2.4,,,4600000,1.0, ,,variable,,35 19.6
topopah2 6,258. "I6,2 4 110 1 0 ,,valiable,,35 12~5e7
topopahl, 7 2 .1.6,2.4,, 1106 i 6 '' variable, h .106e7
6'1ntbSh 82350 , 1 6,2 4,1:400DR20 ,variab1e,,35,.22352e7
~ivacan 9,2490.1.6,2.4.,,.081288 1.0,",,,variable,,35,.22352e7
end
1,1 51 3~ .9448, 1 , .9448 1

Loop 9,2

lend
iLoop 16 2quadW24,4,1S,1

iend
bcpeffvary,1,1,4,1
end
formkf,
outputmaterial,all
unzip ,.D 0 315el Oe-5 500,,10,1e-4,.864e5,.1728e6,.6e6,.12e7,.24e7*
.157e8 ,. 31e8, .315e9!.315e1 6
end
stop
stop, post
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Attachment D

RIB and SEPDB Data

The values of the material properties in Reference 3 were taken from

the RIB. For the matrix porosity, the values were within the range

contained in the RIB, except for the Calico Hills unit for which a value

0.01 larger than the range was used. The values of matrix porosity

selected were based on R. R. Peters et al., 1984, "Fracture and Matrix

Hydrologic Characteristics of Tuffaceous Materials from Yucca Mountain, Nye

County, Nevada," SAND84-1471, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

This report contains no candidate information for the RIB.

This report contains no candidate data for inclusion in the SEPDB.
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February 18, 1988

E. A. Klavetter, 6313

A. J. Russo, 1511, and J. A. Lewin, 1512

Saturation Pulse Imbibition Experiment

Introduction

The purpose of this experiment was to obtain data relevant to the

movement of water into tuff when a short (100 min) pulse of water pressure

is applied to the end surface of a core sample and then allowed to

isothermally redistribute itself. The response of the hydrological

conditions (primarily matrix saturation) to a saturation pulse can be used

to estimate the response of larger configurations, such as a repository, to

temporary flooding conditions such as in wet mining operations. In

addition, this information can be used in the design of future hydrologic

experiments.

Description of the Experiment

A cylindrical welded tuff core (Busted Butte 10-F), which was 26.7 cm

long and 5.08 cm in diameter and had not previously been used in any other

experiments, was initially found to weigh 1248.9 g. The round surface of

the core was completely covered by a Kynar sleeve and sealed near each end.

The core was installed in a cylindrical pressure vessel having access ports

at each end of the core, so that a confining pressure (1.5 MPa) could be

applied to the Kynar sleeve to prevent movement of water across any

surfaces except the core ends (Figure 1). A traversible gamma-beam

densitometer was calibrated [1] and positioned to scan along the centerline

of the core in 0.635-cm increments. Data was taken before, during, and

after the application of the water pulse (0.2 MPa) to the top of the core

while the bottom of the core was maintained at atmospheric pressure. The
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data was stored on 7-in. floppy disks in files INTERM.112 through

INTERM.137.a After 21 days, the change in subsequent readings was well

below the noise level of the measurements and the test was stopped.

The temperature of the pressure vessel and its contents was raised to

40 ± 3C and a vacuum (< 0.005 MPa) was applied to the core ends for 14

days in order to dry it out. When gamma-beam measurements were no longer

changing a scan (INTERM.145) was taken and assumed to be the dry reference

scan used in subsequent data reduction. To obtain the saturated scan,

water pressure (0.41 MPa) was reapplied to the top of the core and gamma-

beam scans were taken for 85 days. It was found that only half of the core

had saturated and the movement of the front was extremely slow. To

saturate the core, the pressure at the top was raised to 6.1 MPa (equal to

the confining pressure) for 23 days.

Although the gamma-beam indicated the saturation front had reached the

end of the core near November 6, 1987, about 16 days after the pressure was

raised, no water was observed to be leaving the core. Estimates of the

amount of water that should have left the core, based on the movement of

the front before it reached the end, indicated that a measurable amount

(l cc/day) should have been observed. Because a measurement of hydraulic

conductivity was planned from the measured water flux, this portion of the

experiment could not be completed. It appears that the capillary pressure

near the core end may have been greater than the applied pressure, and it

was not possible to force water completely out of the rock. After seven

days of no observed flow, an attempt was made to reverse the pressure

gradient to see if water could flow in the reverse direction (from bottom

to top) but in the process of relieving the core pressure there was

apparently some movement of the core and the seal between the core, and the

confining pressure cavity developed a leak. The conductivity portion of

the experiment was terminated at that point. Because the applied pressure

was changed during the imbibition portion of the experiment, a saturated

aAll INTERM data files will be stored at the NNWSI records center in file
51/L07-12/04/85/Q3.
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reference file was made up from a combination of INTERM.194 (for x/L > 0.6)

and INTERM.206 (for x/L < 0.6).

The core was removed from the pressure vessel and weighed on January

25, 1988, and found to be 1300.8 g. This was taken to be the saturated

value. After bake-out of 1 wk at 40'C and 1 wk at 100'C, the core was

found to weigh 1245.2 g. The difference of 55.6 g was compared to the core

total volume of 541.16 cc and, assuming a water density of 1 g/cc,

corresponds to an average porosity of 0.1027. The initial weight of the

core was 1248.9 g and corresponds to an initial saturation of 6.65%. The

average porosity of the core from the gamma-beam measurements was 0.1037,

which differs from the weight-derived value by 1.0%.

Results

The gamma-beam count rate data was corrected for electronic drift by

comparisons with a reference count rate and was used to calculate the

diameter-averaged core porosity and the saturation (as in Reference 2) for

various times during the experiment. Figure 2 shows the porosity values

obtained from the saturated and dry reference scans used.

The calculated saturation values are estimated to be accurate to

± 0.03. Figure 3 shows the initial saturation profile, and Figures 4-8

show the saturation in the upper 2.6 cm of the core for the first 2 hr of

the experiment. Scans were only taken over that portion of the core

because a full scan (42 points) required more than an hour to complete and

it was expected that nothing of interest would occur outside the region

adjacent to the saturation pulse during this time period. The core

saturation, averaged over the top 0.635 cm of the core, was found to peak

near 0.7 at 80 min after the start of the pulse.

Figures 9-13 show the saturation over the whole core at various times

to 21 days when the pulse portion of the experiment was terminated. It is

clear that the water is slowly diffusing into the core. Calculations

performed by R. R. Eaton, with the code NORIA, to simulate this experiment
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gave good agreement with the saturation values obtained, for assumed

conditions of initial saturation = 0.05, residual saturation = 0.0194,

porosity 0.109, hydraulic conductivity 0.53 E-ll ms, and Van Genuchten

coefficient values of a = 0.0227 and = 1.624. These values were

supplied by J. H. Gauthier, 6312, as representing typical properties of

Busted Butte core of the type tested.

Similar calculations for the imbibition portion of the experiment,

with a constant applied water pressure of 0.413 MPa at one end of the core,

showed a saturation front movement that was slightly faster than the

observed front. After seven weeks, the calculated S = 0.5 location was

x/L = 0.47 and the measured value of x/L was 0.39, a 17% difference. The

observed value of porosity, shown in Figure 2, is slightly lower than the

0.109 value used in the calculation, so that the hydraulic conductivity

estimate used in the calculation is probably slightly too high.

In a previous imbibition experiment2 a saturation precursor wave at

approximately the 10% level was observed and it was postulated that a vapor

front moved through the rock at a faster rate than the liquid front and

sorbed on the rock. During this experiment, there was a considerable

amount of scatter in the data at the 10% level from unknown causes but

nothing that could be reasonably interpreted as a sorbing precursor was

observed. One significant difference in the initial conditions of the two

experiments was that the first experiment involved water flowing into an

evacuated core from both ends, whereas the present experiment used a core

at atmospheric pressure with one end open to atmosphere and capable of

passing gas or vapor either way. A gas compression flow therefore must

precede the liquid front and this flow could redistribute any moisture that

is present in the downstream pore spaces. This may be a partial

contributor to the larger than expected data scatter in that region.
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Conclusions

Measurements of the saturation of welded tuff core, subjected to a

rapid (100 min) pulse of water at the surface, show that very little

penetration takes place during the pulse and that diffusion into the core

at later times is very slow.

References

1. A. J. Russo and D. C. Reda, "Drying of an Initially Saturated Fractured
Volcanic Tuff," ASME Winter Meeting, December 13-18, 1987, Boston, MA.

2. D. C. Reda, "Influence of Transverse Microfracture on the Imbibition of
Water into Initially Dry Tuffaceous Rock," AGU Fall Meeting, San
Francisco, December 1986.
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SCHEMATIC OF EXPERIMENT

IEND PLUG. ECAt to. WrtM EWSNbDED
RESISTANCE MEATIER AND PORTS UOR
FLOw £ENS1T/t * P.* t EASUREM ENP3ESSURE WIFISELN

VENSIOMITES

boundary condition

Figure 1.

XI

I

s: confining pressure > .3 MPa
0 < x c L: no flux condition
x - L: water pressure - 0.2 MPa from

time t - 0 to t - 100 minutes;
no liquid flux condition for
t > 100 minutes

air pressure - 1 atm
x - 0: no liquid flux condition for t > 

air pressure - 1 atm

A Schematic of the Experiment Geometry.
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POROSITY OF BUSTED BUTTE 10-F CORE
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Figure 2. Porosity of the Busted Butte 10-F Core



CORE SATURATION AT T = 0
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CORE SATURATION AT T= 20 MINUTES
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CORE SATURATION AT a= 50 MINUTES
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 80 MINUTES
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 100 MINUTES
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 2 HOURS
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 4- HOURS
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 52 HOURS
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CORE SATURATION AT T 4 DAYS
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CORE SATURATION AT T 7 DAYS
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CORE SATURATION AT T = 21 DAYS
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ATTACHMENT A

RIB and SEPDB Data

This letter report contains the following data that is considered

candidate information for inclusion in the SEPDB:

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION PROPERTY VALUE

Busted Butte Rock #10, ID 10-F Porosity - 0.104

This letter report contains no information for inclusion in the RIB.

BULK PROPERTIES DATA COMPILATION FORM
FOR TEE NWSI PROJECT SEPDB

PART 1. SAMPLE LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION

SAMPLE ID B Rock # 10-F SAMPLE OIGIN Busted bott* Rook #10

SAMPLE INTERVAL (ft) N/A TEST f 1

PART 2. PARAMETERS

SATURATED BULK DENSITY ESTIMATED SBD UNCERTANTY NATURAL STATE BULK DENSITY NSBD UNERTAINTY
(SBD (cm3)& (g/cm@ tN SBDI t^&=3)4 '/M3)8

RID P/A MID IA

DRY BULK DENSITY ESTIMATED DBD UNCERTAINTY GRAIN DENSITY ESTIMATED GD UNCERTAINTY
(DBDI t&c3)a CS/crW3)1 (CD] g3)a (.1.3a

N/D jI/A lID MIA

POROSITY ESTIMATED POROSITY
(2 SU tNCERTAITYn t S)

0.104 0.003

PART 3. EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS

GO EXPERIMENT TYPE OF POROSITY POROSITY CALCULATED BULK DENSITY TECHNIQUE
TECENIQUE USING:

M/A Matriz G.-B.Sm Attenstion N/A

SBD SAtlPLE IPSBD SAMPLE DBD SAMPLE GD SAMPLE
KASS (g) MASS (r) MASS (4) MASS (B)

N/A NA P/A N/A

PART 4. REFEINCE AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION

OA LEIEL OF DATA- SNL KNWSI PROJECT SNL DATA
GATEING ACTIVITY 3 DATA SET ID 51/L07-12/4/65 REPORT NUMBER SANDS8-2936

THIS DCF CMPLETED BY: £. A. Klavettor 6313 3120/8
Na. SNL Div. Dat

a. To convert s/=3 to kg/o
3
. oltiply by 1.000 E+03.

COtMENTS:

Unlass noted. tast conditiona for tempertur nd prasaur. or. bient.

P/A - not opplicablo. N/C - not cmpiled, N/D - no dats ev*ilabl., TBD - to b. d.t-rined.

Pominal Semple Dimensions: 26.7 cm long; 5.06 cz diaoetr with cylindricl gon.try.

Data originally reported in SLTR68-3001.
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APPENDIX E

Reference Information Base and Site
Engineering Properties Data Base

This report contains no information for inclusion in the RIB.

This report contains the following data that is considered candidate

information for inclusion in the SEPDB (from attached).

Busted Butte Rock number 10-F has a porosity value of 0.104.
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